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KN T ELECTS

Deicers Will Be Installed at Meeting
January 7.

NOT BUYING HERE
FROM PRINCETON

The election of officers of the
Union Enetunteneut No. 70. I. 0. 0.
F., het night at the Fraternity buildresulted tie follow,:
Edward Lannon of Joe Fow- ingChief
patriarch--A. R. Davie; men- Too Far To Ship Tobacco In
warden—Ja
tor
mes
Householder;
ler Victim of Bullet
Loose State
high prieet—J. M. Cockrell?: scribe-C. G. Kelley: treasurer—J C. Martin; Junior warden—B. A. HilL
It le Beliesed Shooting Was DeliberPeter J. lieckenbaoh samv nanulh- Interesting Situation for Independately Planned Before the Boat
ent Grewcosi—Imperial Sends
ated a member of the entempinent
Left.
bowel of directors of the Fraternity
to Hopkinsi Hie.
b u IIding.
The installation WI'. be January 7.
BALL

ENTIMS

HIS

ABDOMEN.

ttn.

REASSIGN

EFFECT ON EUROPEAN

MADE

ll'Alwaril Lannon, mate of the
rammer Joe Fowler, who was
Woof last night at New Liberty,
111.. by Charles Itachael, a mustabout, died at noon today at the
Itiscrelde hospital. Ile made a
dying etetement incriminating
Itachael. Lannon and his hmther Hived in Paducah fi.r to
•
time. They viirre both 11%er men
end well known. Hie father and
brother still erns.. this afters
noon (nom Nashville.

IN THIS SIOTION.
Louisville, Ike .15.— C. C.
Met lecrel, of the Kentucky railroad ci
Issitin, received a telegrain today form Interstate
none
asking huh to Come to Chicago
Thursday and bring either-see ae
to the coal sdiortaigc• iii isesterst
Kentucky. eh-Chord says the
coal situation in weeteni Kentucky le desperate and something
mute be done to relieve it.
THAW TRIAL IS SET.
New York, Dec. 114.—earey
Thaw will be tried for the murder of Sanford White, January
21, next. Justice Newburger has
act the time for the trial today
after counsel for Thaw arid District Attorney Jer
• reached
an agreement. Thaw is delighted
with the news of an early trial.

SUNDAY SCHOOLS
WILL HAVE TREES

10 CENTS PER WEEK
FELL ON FLOOR.
Aud Fractured Two Ribs But Did
Not Know It.

Id ETCALF'S REPORT
ON JAP TROUBLES

Joe Mattison, the popular sexton
of Oak Grove cemetery, for three
days suffered great pain from two
Happy Christmas Celebrations broken ribs and did not discover that
Submitted By President To
they were fractured until compelled
This Year
he the pain to call in a physician.
Congress Today
lie was feeding his horse Saturday
morning and tripped. He fell to the
Evers limiest, in Paducah Will En- slap:e floor on his left side. His Setretary
says Only ltd Jaw.' Attiond
s.de pained him greatly but he suptertain Children, and the Poor
Publit Stitools aud Nearly
posed it to be merely bruised. YesAre Remembered.
Minors,
terday Dr. W. C. Eubanks found two
of his ribs were fractured.
SOME PLANS

ARE

A.NNOUNCED

BURNED HAND

ON

BOICXYFTS

AND

ASSAULTS

Inquiry among the local indepenFor those persons who are wont
%Vashington. Dec. 18.—President
dent tobacco warehouses fails to subto discuss the decadeuce of ChristNEW ItELI611)1•14 BILL.
Roosevelt submitted to congress it
1NACHERS ON AC<XXINT (W ILL- stantiate the rumor that
mas
they are
SAVOS
observance
BUT
HIMSELF'
and
to
grow reminPROM BE- message, In accordance
Paris, De',
releision to
NESS OF MISS MURRAY.
with an offibuying tobtteco around
iscent over the good old tines in
Princeton
ING F.lT.t1.11.1" INJURED.
slay of the couleel cif ministers, a
cial request, accompanied with the
and Kuttawa. The withdrawal of
their
childhood, it will be interestnew religicrue bill, %tacit it is
report of Secretary Metcalf concernsome of the independent buyers
ing to know that no less than eleven
hoped it ill furnish a basis for
lug the Japanese trouble in San
from thole towns, and the refuaal
Sunday
schools
will
have
New Room in McKinley Melding Will
4'
Christmas
pronince of the religious disFrancisco. The message and report
of many of the farmers to enter the
trees this year. In fact there seems Little .fesse !larger
litre
Ito Itearly fur l'are ou
puters will be presented to the
in part are as follows:
IrrI'PO.1111• (of Ntincl—Falls iii
Dark Tobageo association, has reto
be
a more thoroughly aroused InJanuary I.
haniber of deputies.
To the Seeete and House of Repo1)pen
sulted in nal Interesting situation
terest in Christmas this year than its
sentatives:
What they will do to Market their
several years.
inclose herewith for your inform,
tobacco gnve rise to the rumor that
Several of the churches which will
ation the final report made to nie
The reboot board committee on ex- independent buyers from
Paducah
not have Christmas trees, will have
With greet presence of mind rarely personally by Secretary Metcalf on
amination* bee assigned the teachers were stepping in and absorbing the
entertainments of another nature. e% Aired by iiIder pertetnes, Jesse Ber- the situation affecting the Japanese.
Edward Lannon, sec)nd mate on for the
surplus.
beet remits until Mite Mary
Such programs will consist of musi- ger, the four-)evirsilti svn of J. W. In San lerancieco. The report deals
the %teenier Joe Fowler, 10 log beThe Imperial Tobacco company Is
Owen Murray mules to work the
cal features with
tween Pacluoarh and Evansville, was
recitations and Barter, of !Set Guthrie avenue, wins three matters of controversy,
—
second terns.
surmounting the difficulty by shipother numbers given principally by raved hinneetf from probable fatal first, the exchuiion of the Japanese
ratallo
doe
in the back at
Mies Murray, who teaches mathe- ping the tobacco loose in cars to
children. In one or two schools the burns lass evening hr thrusting out eterldren from the Safi
New LihertY. IN., by CbariesiReohael, niatice.la ill Miss
Fronciaro
Margaret Acker was rail from Princeton to their rehandc•hildren will bring offerings for the his hands into the fire and raying schoole; second the boycotting of
a negro roustabout yesterday aftertransferred yesterday tom] the fifth ling
warehouse
at
Leads
Recruitin
All
Hopkinsville
g
his
Officers
poor
from
Japanese
being
body
noon
instead of receiving presents
nestecirents. and, third, acts
The neer° esorped and Lan- and sixth
precipitated into
grades Washington school, There they prise it for shipment
of violence committed against the
non Was taken to ffinitteend har medithemselves. All of the entertainments an open grate.
District
fill Mira Murray's ffieces. Mere Jessie abroad. It is probable that such acIn
cal attention. Later he was brougait
which will include a tree, will be
Mr and Mrs Barger were in the J apanese.
F. Robbins, of tbe second grade. tion
will
be the solution of
to Partutala on the Fowler after the
prefaced by a brief program In all kitchen and the boy in the sitting
As to the first matter I call your
Franklin 'Khoo/, wee given Miss all
the
marketing
problems of
doctors -pronounced the wound fatal.
cases given by the children of the room at the time. lie was eileying *epeeist attention to the very
Acker's room and Mese Bemis Karnes the independent farmers. But
an
Padu- He Has Enlisted Pell leitmotiv of
The Joe Fowler left Paducah pee
near the gene and stumbled, falling number of Japanese children ate
took Miss Robbins' room.
eah
buyers
have
never
bought
toInfantry at Paducah Since
terday. Otte got In late from Evan*.
In addition to the usual distribu- directly into the fire. lie thrust out tend school, to the test irnemy as .0
New school Room.
bacco in the Princeton market and
rifle last night. En route down LanLast April.
tion of necessaries to the poor, the his right hand and caught the forte the brightness, elesoltneat and good
January I will see the new room Pt would be too costly to
ship it here
non and the negro bad words, ending
Union Rescue Mission will entertain of the fail, hie flesh being severely behavior of these Japanese children
being fitted out to care for the over- loose. It Is said that
Clarksville buyIn Lennon mine terce in ejecting
hi the schools, and to the fact One
the poor children of the city with a burned by the hot bed of coals.
flow at McKinley scbool In Meehan- ers are making
purchases In Princehim from tbe cabin. No mote was
When the parents ran to his as- coning to their being scattered thee
Coburg completed, and the anxiety of ton and Kuttawe.
THIS IS THE BEST STATION. tree. There will be some kind of pteathought of the Incident.
sistance, on hearing him screams, it out the city, the requirement%
ent for every child who attends.
school official* will be a: an end.
The Dark Tobacco association has
At New Liberty, ILL lemon the
Plasterers ere at work on the last coat obtained
At the First Presbyterian church wee some time before the little fellow there all to go to one OPDOM
•
a foothold in Lyon county
river from Smith/mut, a calf was seof piaster, and after it is itiMlied the with
the entertainment will Include a could tele what had happened The is inspossOble of fulfilment and moo"
the organization there yestercured for transportation and It rethat
they
can not have echoed teethe':
One foil corneal* of infantry, on beautifully decorated tree. It will be bursts were strewed by railroad phystool official* will have only to put day
of a county association. W. J.
quired severs: rouatere. Iterobsel
ties. Let me point out fun -a peace fooeng. tee been eneeterd by given in the Sunday school room sicians.
In the sesta.
Stone was elected chairman. The reagnong them, to put the eel( on. Lanthere would be no objection
Bergeaot Blake at the local recruit- Christmas night. The tree will be ilport says about one-half the tobacco
non superintended the Job, and whiie
to excluding from the who
ing office. *nee his errivai In the city luminated with electricity and a genin the county was pledged.
deseending the bank to reach the
Japanese on the score of age
Apiii 12. Sixty men form a com- erous gift of candy and fruit will be
boat was shot
Theltaropean Trade.
obviousey not desirable that young
pany and they do not include the en- received by each child. The
children
Mr. W. B. Kennedy, the itibliono
Harhael was behind him. and withmen should go to wheat with etlistments for the bossisitai and signal of Hebron and MIzpah
missions will
broker, has returned from an extenout a word drew a revolver and tired
dren. The only POint is the so
corps. A recruiting office might en- be present.
sive European trip in the interest of
three stints, one taking effect In the
sion of the °Midden Manuel VAN.
Ilse a thousand men for those two
No Christmas entertainment will RETIRED HA NhEll Foltel KIM V number of Japanese children letterset
hack, going *trough the abdemen. GET IN THEIR %leek DURING his tobacco business. and incidentally breaches
of the service but no coedit
be given at the Broadway Methodist
In the interest of this erection of the
HOLIDAY SEASON.
Lannon fell Me& Desheel 'ten for the
oF PADUCAH DIEs.
lug the public In-hooks ir.
I. gives in the report of ennatmente
tobacco country. Mr. Kenhedy rivetwoods. Lattwon wee Placed on the
clam wag very *man, Th••
ilhe average for the Paducah "rub- church, by the Sunday school, but
ed Ireland. England. ?ranee. Switzer
boat and teksn to emelt/Wind where
most has seready demoted that su '
- el:titian %has been ebont nine men a the primary department will have a
land, Germany, Holland and Belgium.
program Wednesday afternoon
Attorney Joan K. Hendrick and oth1
of
be brought to test the consult u
month !weeding all enttetmenta.
Bisec•ree
Slalom
Imo
at
N'as
Posttnaater
Washington
I
eider
He
said
he found the taborer busiJOIIIISHIS and ItY of the act In
ers, tie-raking be would die, erecured
question; but
As a pries agent, the report of the Christmas week. The Kentucky AveStreet
and
May
Averat's
ness
member of ('ountil and School
genremAy, in • flourishing conhis dying elateilliet.
very ~mot hope is that such see.
war department *bows that Sergeant nue Presbyterian church will have an
House Robbed.
dition, but that the Princeton inciBoard.
Captain HowarrE.deeirieg to sectire
will not be necessary, and that as a
Blake -leads all the ofileere in the cir- entertainment Christmas night. but
dent disturbed foreign plane greatly.
the beet medical attention, turned
matter of comity the cleanup of Ben
cuit including Paducah, Evansville, no tree.
they having a feeling of dissent
his boat beck and broaght Lennon to
There will be a manger at Grace
Francieoo will ottfuse to deprive these
Vincennes, Mt. Vernon and Devoemore than anything else, over the ocPaducah. *tare be was tmoigerred
loung Japanese childeen of education
each
mention of the Episcopal church into which
The police report a steady increase currence. If such occurrences are to boro. Every time
Wesley H. Slack, 80 years old.for1•,r Riverside hospital.
and will permit them to go to the
child will place a gift for the pool.
In larceny in Paducah as the hole be always imminent, the fore/gn local remelting olive Is mad* in the
merly vice-president of the City Na- echoola.
1.11111,
00 was from easierviDe•nd ran
Afterward they will be entertained in
drafty
papers,
be
send
must
copy
a
to
ays
draw
near
tional
and residents leave trade sill be too uncertain to extsand
bank in this city and promion the Henry Harley until a few
The question as to the •loberice
the war department, where they are -the parish house. On Christmas eve nent
In local politics and public af- against the licienesse
weeks ago. Fire has a father end their homes unprotected to do holi- an it would under normal conditions. copied for record. In November
Is most adniir the Sunday school of the First Bapthis
day shopping.
fairs, died today at the home of his ably put by insectary
Mr. Kennedy today le busy yelling
brother In Nashville.
Metcalf, and I
ofilee received nine tomb notices in tist church will have a treriand a
the
daughter,
local
tobacco
Mrs.
men
Annie
and
B.
informing
Lippincott,
Sunday morning A. V. Bauer's
Rachael tea negro well known on
have nothing to add to hie statement.
the papers out of twenO for the five light program of numbers given by
them
of
Holly,
the
Mt.
foreign situation as he
N. J. General debility was I am entirely confident that, as Secgrocery and saloon 900 Washington
the ever between Paducah tied
Mies. This eic half the total number. members of the school. All the enthe cause of 'his death. He had been retary Metcalf says, the os'erwtisimHe had been on the Fow- street. was burglarised. The proprie- saw it. Hle trip is expected to give The larger number of those notices ttirtainments will be semi-Informal.
living with his daughter several ing
ler only a few tripe, however. O
tor had closed his store at 12 o'clock this city valuable information along were copied' from Tbe Sun.
of the state of oiws The First Christian church Sune's() are after him.
and had gone home. He left a great that line.
in November Paducah enlisted day school will have a tree Christmas years. Mr. Slack was a native of New forniqa Is for law and order and for
Jersey
but
On examination at Riverside bowl- deal of money in the cash register
came
here in 1852 rind the protection of the Japanese in their
nearly half of the total enliement eve and the Tenth Street Christian
tal, Lennon was found to bare been and about $50 in cash in the cash
ROGERS GUARDED.
Both Ole
for the five cities. Paducah enlisted church also will have one but the started a flouring mill. He was inter- persons and property.
ithot through the kit tilde, the bullet drawer, which was securely locked.
nine out of a total of twenty. F.:Nano- evening has not been selected. Both ested in a number of enterprises and chief of pollee and the acting mayor
lodging near the surface on the other The thieves broke glass in the rear Standard Oil ihignatefe Life Threat- :vile enlisted seven and Owensboro
was postmaster of Paducali'mnder of San Francisco assured Secretory
the German Lutheran and the GerRide of tho abdotnen. An operatJon door and entered. They secured $10
ened by Lamer,
omen*
and Vineennee enlisted 4 together man Evangelical churches will have President Johnston. He was member Meisel( that everything
by Dr. Prank Boyd, trusted by Dm. In change from the cash drawer. The
Mt. Vernon hod no enlistments. With Christmas trees, and both on Christ- of the city council and of the school would be done to protect the .1.apanJ. T. Reddick, W. .1. Baas sod L. L. cash register was locked and shows
etese in the city. I authorised and diNew York, Dec. 18.— Because of It. exception of cities; of the else of mas evening. A play will be present- board at various times.
disoksed ttie feet that the bul- evidences of having been tampered threats on his life by a stockholder. New York, Chia-sago. Boston and St.
He married Miss Anna Langstaff. reseed Secretary Metcalf to stete that
ed by children at the German Evanlet in It. course bad terribly mutilat- with.
sister of the late Messrs. Sam and It there was failure to Protect
who sustained severe losses in the Louie, the Es-rinse-11e diestriet, of gelical church.
ed Home of the Intestines. It was
George Langstaff. Mr. Slack is sur- eons and property. Own the ce
St. Paul stock, Henry H. Rogers, di- wbich Padlicah I a part, leads all
Woman Lowe $73.
The Guthrie
Avenue Methodist
neeereery to remove the Mitered Part.
rector general of the Standard Oil the districts in the United States for church will have an elaborate tree vived by hie daughter and one son, Power of the federal
May Avcritt, whose house is at
On account of tible and trier ?Meng of
John Blake Slack, the latter of At- within the limits Of the
enlistment.,
considering
•
that
the
company,
today is gnarded closely by
and every child attending will reMe stomach with blood, he could not Eighth and Harris streets, reports detectives.
would be used promptly and vigorouslantic City.
destriet has only four sub-stations. ceive
The
entrance
office
his
to
a
present.
The
tree
at
the
that Saturday night she was robbed
recover.
ly to enforce the observance of our
lAtest. W. L. Reed accepted three
Is watched by aleuths No one Is perTrimble Street Methodist church will
4fIns. L. D. Adams. of Snettlean& of $75. some clothes, and a gold
treaty, the supreme law of the land,
men yesterday for the army, entity/led
mitted
J.NPS
LATEST
to
see
Millionaire,
SCHEME.
the
who
is
be given Christmas night, as will
acoompenled tbe wounclee men from watch, by Bessie Hedsori, alias Ida
which treaty guaranteed to Japanese
not known to the doorman. Detec- by Sergeant Blake.
San .Francisco, .Dec, 114.--the one at the Mechanicsburg Meththat tow* to the hospital, where he Johnson. an inmate of her house.
reaidents every-where In the Union
tives watched the Rogers' house all
United States Conseil Jones, at
odist church.
turned the cote over to the local sur- The woman, it Is alleged, took the
full and perfect protection for thei
.edjournic Thursday.
'
Daley. who arrived
yesterday,
A play will be given by the chilkey to the Averitt woman's trunk night. Rogers received a letter Sun0000 D„
persone and property: and to this en•1
Washington,
Dee.
18.—
Both
which threatened his life. .
Japanese
day
sari
the
are
carrying
while the latter was away, opened
everything in my power moult
Murder Wax Planned.
•
homes ef congress will edjouirn on dren of the Third Street Methodist
tett
--a
it
plan.
eucenelo
if
will
That the murder of Reword Lan- the trunk and secured the money,
done, mod all the forces of the l'
Thorackay next for the Christmas btel- church, Dec. 26. night.
CANAL ACIRIOSS CAPE COD.
clogs, Asia as a nterket for .inier-I States,
The trees will be ablaze with cannon. second nrate on the steamer Joe watch and clothes, even taking the
both civil and militery.
days, unless the senate should change
lean wheat and cotton. The Jap
dies and sparkling with tinsel. They
Fowler. deliberately was planned and trunk key with her on leaving. The
I could lawfully employ, swotted .•••
the program adopted by the house.
anese
Belmont
colonizing
are
Augusst
Company
Take
and
a
Manchuria
will be out of sight until the proper
executed, is fornicated teday by a re- police held a warrant for the Hudettiploy fsl.. teal' especial attention tn
on an enencrive scale with the
Up Work.
moment when the curtain will be
nrark Jesse Amos, an employe of son woman's arrest but have been
the concluding !sentence
Idea
..f
raising sufficient wheat
drawn or the doors opened revealing
Fowler, Ortruabangh & company, over- unable to find her.
Metcalf's report of 5,to supply Asia, In Koren J
New York. Den, VS.—After a &rethe brilliant spectacle. There Is a
leas..rd yeetertiery afternoon Just be19-06.
cursion of more than 2000 yearly the
seats, they are carrying on elabsubdued expectancy in all the schools
fore that eteramer left for Evansville.
THEODORE ROOSEVFILT.
POPULAR
COUPLE.
construction
orate
experiments
tonal
of
atoms
a
in
cotton ranWhee paining two of the oaten
from the approaching events.
OaPe
The White House, Dec. 18, 1996.
...TO...
been
has
taken up by Auoute
Ood
Wye on the wbairftsciat, Amos overAppendix.
board one of them say, "They're go- Go to Cairo Today
anti Are Belmont and a company and will be
November 26, 1906.
RUNAWAY WRECKS MAIL BOX.
Pushed as rapidly ss pretense. WithMarried There.
ing to kill somebody at emitliktee"
GOT HER CIAYrHES.
The President:
in
!Mac
three
yews
an
eight
channel
thought
He
It was the idle talk of
I have the honor to submit the folPedestrians Gather Up Letters and
deep enough to aoreromorbate an
the eaten boys and paid no -attention
Frances MleClaln, the Girl Hobo. Ar- lowing:
New Box Is Installed.
Mr. Oscar Leible. the grover, of coasting ship will be opened across
to /the remark, until the murder nest
rayed in Woman's Garments.
In my previews report I said nothFoirth and Clark streets, son of Mr. the cape from Ruzzaielet Ray to Sand...For the...
night recoiled it and ita significance
ing as to the causes lending rip to tti•
delivery
A
wagon
!settee,
belonging
Chris
to
went
the
to
Cairo
this e/nob The canal will coat ten milwas realised. If the Intention on the
Jones Bros., butchers, wrecked a
morning with Misr Clara Roger, lions.
Frances MeClein. the girl hobo, ar- action of the school bowed in pegging
part of Chatiee Reohael .was su
t*Isited States mail box at Thirci rested Sunday, attired in maartiline the reeesintion of October 11, and the
where
they
will
marry.
The
couple
ciently matured to be the tale of the
street and Broadway this morning garments, is dresatel in her own finery effect of such action upon Jepaneo
CHARITY CLUB
cabin bop. It le evident that the was accompanied by Mrs. Albery C.
The horse ran away and in running In the City Jail today. Chief of Po- children, residents of the city of Hat
Meyers
Mrs.
Edgar
and
Evitta.
The
ehoottng was as ofelbloodied. as any
For the Poor
the wagon was Jerked from ado to lice Collins got, her two packages of Frenoleco, desiring to attend the pubwedding
will take place this after- Moving into New Quartette on South
In the history of the river. That the
side. A corner of it etnick the mai/ clothing out of the expense office. The lic schools of that city. A report on
shooting did not take Place et Smith- noon and the four will return toThird Street.
If we get a dime for each sub- box, burst it into fragment. and mut- girl Maturities to be on'her wee south. tills matter will now be made, there
lend, probably eve due to no error- night. The bride and groom are well
fceiber
to THE SUN we shall tered totters eel over the sidewalk. Her mother lives In Fitiegan, Ariz. fore, and after describing the keel
known
and
popular
residents
of
the
ile opportunity prenenting
Mr. Jap Toner, secretary for the
Pedestrians edit/toted the letters and The girl claims to have traveled with public sentiment concerning the resouth
side.
The
bride
Is a niece of Charity club, did not waft until Mon- have a total snin—$400-1"se
'ben the steamer reacted New Libheist
them until an ottnehe of the Pool a circus end says she is a peon feed- cent distorberwes with regent to the
erty It was Intensely dark and the Mrs. William Aday.
day to take charge of
new office this coupon and send something
itemises*, an latC1`011In will be given,
office department CAMEIL. wet a new er and book binder by trade
movement* on the wharf them Preat 135 South Third street. hut moiled
first, of tbeihoycott maintained by the
box. The new hoe wive in plat* withnow.
vented a cowardly opportunity elect
In today. He secured tr, desk at the
Cooke and Walters Union of San Fran
ti 20 linnet**s a fter the overideot.
R-aehsel improved.
risco against Japanese reit:entrants
city halt and other necessary furni- The
The horse wee stopped a short distEvenitm Sun,
doing busenesas In that city, and, en
ture, including a stove. He was reance away with no damage to the
Will Teo Phoenix Claims.
There la only one kind of a lieved
Paducah, Ky.
ond, of the several oases of asaavit
of several Cases this week and
wagon.
Vienna. Dec. 18.—In all flan ,
newspaper circulation statement
W 1T11 ER — Veer
tonight injory inflicted upon the persona or
sent three persona to the hospital.
I inclose a contribution for
Francisco (Nene against the Austhat Is worth any conaideration
and Wednesday, colder tonight,
property of Japanese residents.
Kilauea Again Activetrian Phoenix Insurance company.'
the Christmas tree for the benefit
and that ie the daily detailed
wanner Wednesday. The highIt seems that for eaveral years the
Killed Unfaithful Wife.
lionobila, Dec. 18.—Adviesse
growing out of the earthquake and
statement. The Sun is the only
est tempereitsim reached yesterbooed of education of San Fraortero
Minneapolis, Dec. 18.—Henry Suet of the poor children of Paducah.
wireless
from
Howie
the
says
volcano
i
fire, of which the company repudiatPaducah paper printing such •
day war.. :to and the lowest today has bees affitaideriag the advitattrility
man, 19 years old, was found gurty
of )(Ranee is once more active. Theee'
statement,
ed 02.000.000, a testi suit will he
wax 27.
of eigabliehieg eireanate *hoots for
today' of nourder In the second degree
entree
have
thrown
up lark to a /might
brought to test the legality of the
Ohluese, Joratuose and Korean chItfor
killing
wife,
girl
who
his
had
of lfrO feet. At algae the lairlat .ftvern
•
etnumay's refusal. to settle,
been uotiiithfni to MM.
the volcano c.:1 a be seen for melee.
(Continued on Page Two.)
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A BOLD STEP.
To Overcome the well-grounded and reasonable objections of the
more intelligent to the use of secret, medicinal compounds, Dr. R. V.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. V., some time ago, decided to make a bold dee Iparture from the usual course pursued by the makers of put-up medi,
cines for domestic use, and so has published broadcast and Openly to the
'Whale world, a full and complete list of all the ingredients entering
'Into the composition of his widely celebrated medicines. Thus he has
'taken his numerous patrons and patients into his full confidence. Thus
too he has absolutely and completely removed hie medicines from among
secret nostrums of doubtful merits, and made them Remedies of Knowss
Corn/v.)111.cm.
They are now in a class all by themselves--being
absolutely
and in every sense Non-seeret.
By this bold step Dr. Pierce has shown that his formulas are of such
excellenee that he is not afraid to subject them to the fullest scrutiny.
I So many false formulas and malicious ' The exact prnportion f be several in4tatenient5 concerning his medicines gredients used in these medicines, ae
Lad be-on published through the con- well as the working formula and peculniyance of jealous competiters and dis- jar processes, apparatus and appliances
grrintied doctors, that 1)r. Pierce deter- e•iiiployed in their manufacture, are
nitwit to co:npletely disarm his mewl- Vi ahlteld from publicity that Dr. Pierce's
ante by a full and /milt statement of proprietary rights may not be infringed
Itheir exact cotnposition, verifying the and trespassed upon by unprincipled
Payne under oath as complete and cor- imitatorr and dame who may be piratirect. This he has done and to the rally inclined.
templets, discondlture of those who had , Dr. John Fyfe, of Saugatuck, Conn.,
assailed his good name as well as the Editor of the Department of Therapeuwell-earned reputation of his world- , tics in TOE El.k..cTlilr REVIEW says of
famed inedieitaw.
Puicorn tam,t Ilrlutitas /holm} one of
Not onlv does the wrapper of every the chief ingredients' of Dr. Pierce's Fabettle of br. Pierce's Golden Medical ' vorite Prescription: "A remedy which
.Discoverv'.-the famous medicine for invariably acts as a uterine invigorator
, weak stamach, Vapid liver or bilious- and always favors a oondition which
neas and all catarrhal diseases wherever
makes for normal activity of the entire
'located, have printed upon it, in plain reproductive system, eemee fee to be
inaqiise. a full and complete list iif all ef great usefulness and of the utmost
the ingredients composting it. but a importsnoe to the general practitioner
small is
beeu compiled from of tuedicine."
humeri
utis star l
medical works, oil sfrefeenlati tamer fully answers the
all the titfterent schools of practice, above rinfrpoliek fh,tel any other dreg
Containing very numerous extracts from tree whisk 1 rt),, ,
oriaatitted. In the
lthe writings of leading practitioners treatment of disease-. peculiar to women
of medicine, endorsing ta the atrotseett it is seldom that a case is seen which
possible terms, eACIII and ever), Ingred- does not present Dome indication for
ient contained
in Dr. Pierce's medi- this remedial agent."
cines. One of these little books will he
wee, following are among the leadmailed free to any one sending address in indications for
Helene's: Pain or
on poetsl card or by letter, to Dr. It. V.
in the back, with lencorrbes;
Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y., and requeeting
Din (weak)
of the repro,ruin this booklet it will he ductive organsconditions
the same. '
of women, mental delearned that Dr. Pierce's niedicines con- premien and irritability,
aesociated with
tain no aicehel, narootice, !einem'
chronic disease* of the reproductive
tweets 4sr other poimotiou• or injuimeut organs of w"inen,
constant
sensatioa of
smears and that they are made (tom heat in the region of the
kidneys: m.aornative., medicinal roots of great seine; riragin,
i"tl''ding"u due to a weakened
also that some of the ruost valuable in- condition of the reproductive
trystene
gredients contained in le. Pierce's Fa- seienerrhea. arrising
from or accompavorite Prescription for weak. nervenis,
nying an abnermal condition of the
over-worked "run-down," nerviens and digestive organs and an
anemic (thin
debilitated w ,imen, were employed, long blood
dragging sensations in the
years ago by the Indians for similar extremehabit;
lower part of the abdomen.'
ailments affecting their squaws. In
If more or Wes of the above emisperie
fact, one of the most aluable medic- are
present,no Invalid women can do betinal plants entering int., the composi- t...r than take Dr.
Pierce. Favorite Pam
tion ol Dr. Pierce's Fa • r,rit,‘
seri ption, which is rich la &lithe medleinal
Lion was known to
rig as properties of Cnicorn root or Melontaa.
A .
“f the
eliquaw-Weed." Or.. ,
wK5 •NO wonzn
rum of not a few of "or must valuable
plants
sap
gained
‘honid have a medical hook handy. Th
native,
0.otild know shwa anatomy and ph
• from the Induee.
sieve They should have a book that
As made up be improved_ and exact trees ,e the sevological
relations of the
,
na with me use of epecialli „e s,a.. sell as
bow and when loader"
destine' chemical appenstes, the "Fa- -en u,zu,l (latight,r, has up/Neale( sae
vont. Piescripillion" is a moat efficient it ,r,ernent of
Prete, ministry,lupe
.
and
remedy for regnlatieg all the womanly nt"licsl profeesdons. A standeej work is
etas,
as
mi,..
Poo ,ple'• CI IM MI ,11
Sense Medical
functions, correcting
M.
31
prolapses,anteletjeers
V • 1.flor'reeihM”
ri-c"rut
overcoming painful periods, toning uP hook. or 21 "tarps for the
paper-covered
the nerves and bringing about a perfect volume. Address Doctor R V. Pie
Mar,- of health.

n.,,,;,417.d

leieu alineet enteely cinema from the err, in amounts ranging ftoui $17.So
ILaIsshia hislate. Ind that thi kW- II 1111. An arrangement was entered
t.create are gradually to:cing even the Into with the leader of the boycotThe first cigar to have long-filler and wrapsmall whee traders out of bale'nette. ters, whose lutist. was On:Y knOWL
per made of tobacco grown in Cuba, and
Meny of the foremost educator* In to 8. Itnura, for the payment of the
sold in this country at 5c is the Cuba-Roma
lee state, on the other hied, are sum of ;350 for the purpose of de
strongly opposed to the sexton of the Oaring the boycott off. Miura deBrand.
F'8,13 Premise° board of education. clined to give the name of the mail
Jeminese are iadruittc-d to the univer- to whom the money was paid, claim(Oontinued From Page One.)
sity of Othfornia, an institution main- ing that he bail promised not to do
taleea and supported by the vtate.
so, but if neteasars he would Midren, surd passed the fallowing resoThe objectIon -to Japanese men at- nitel the name to the Japanese contut: iii October 11:
tenelog the Primary gsadte dsould vvny sul.
Resolved, That in accordance wi.th readily be wet by a simple rule limitBefore leaving San Francisco th
Aerie* X, itetion 1642, of the scheol ing the ages of all children atteadIng
Informed me. that W. S. Steconsul
It's a Clear-liavana smoke, such as is unilaw of California, erineipais sere here- those grades. All of the tem:eters
verson was the man to whom the
formly sold at 10c,or 3for a quarter. Any smokby directed to send all Chinese, JUp-- with whom I talked a bile in Ban
was paid. The boycott stow
er of thisclass of cigarscan tell that in a minute. sae*, or Korean children to the Ori- Freineistio spoke :n the highest tertms money
the money.
ental public edema Attested oil the of the Japanese eel-Ririe, eas lag that with the paymen of
We can sell the Cuba-Roma at 5
Assaults.
south side of °ley street, between they %sere among the very best cf
because we have joined hands with
cents
from
time
to
ter
Assaults
terve
on
and at- their pupils cleanly in their pentane
Powell and _Matson streets,
been
neon
Japanese
subje.
made
druggists who operate National
2,000
other
ter Monday, Cleotber 15, 194M,
wen behaved, studous and remarkaresident in the city of San Frances
Cigar Stands to buy and market our cigars.
The aceien of the board in the bly 'eight.
was informed by the chief of po
passage of the resolutioret of Mar G.
We have fifty other brands that we sell relaBoycott.
that
upon receipt of acommunication
1905,
and October II, 1904, was untively
as low-priced.
A boycott was maintained in San
doubted!Y itergety indite's(ed by Use Eraueleco team Oitober It to October from the Japanese consul he at once
activity of the Japanese and Korean 24 by tuembers of tbe Cooks' and Instructed captains of police to
having this Sadonal
The best chitin OW new
Exchis'ion League, an organisation Waltere Unen against Japanese res- make every effort to stop these a
Gime Steads Mean
sold in the 2,000
anti
in
me window.
asses
if necessary, to
Mee Mares
formed for the purpose of securing taurants doing business in that eity. saults,
STAND01.5
the enactment by the congeal' of the Neatly all of the leaders- of labor dr- men in citizens' clothes to accomUnited States of a law extending the gacirablons 'In Sari Franchwo. Inter- plish the purpose. The correspondProvisions of the existing -Chinese ex- vteeted on this subject, disci-aimed any ence between the Japanese consul
elision act so as to exclude Japanese }mos Sedge cif any formal action being and the chief of police and the actand Koreaus. The' league cialfna a taken for the bus-cutting of tbese rem- ing meyor of tbe ref is hereto atinomberehip in tee *tate of Catifermie eituante. They admitted, however. tached and marked "Exhibit E" fp.
of 78,5e-0, three-foul-the of which that taere was a decided sentiment iii 33.1
membership is seed to be in the city the unienis against patronising Jav7.17.11111111
I deemed it beat. In order to get
of San Frani-lame The ruembiesiep anese reettsurants, and that that seat- at tne exact facts, to take the statevomposed almost entirely of mem- 'went was created and fostered bs- ments of the Japanese who claimed
bers of labor organizations.
to have bee-n assaulted. These statesieseebes in union meetings.
On the day when the order of Oc- /rise plans for holding a series of ments were taken at the Japanese
t rib( r 11 went !nto effect, viz. October W.344 meetings in coast and interior consulate in San Francisco by Ni.
IS. there were attending the public town% in Oatifornta were die-ti
at J S. McD ('iardnert
.enterpreter in the
sotookiteat - Iseeetty of San Franeleco eength, but final arrangements were Immigration service at sgin ream-taThese pupils deterred until the project seal) be co, and Mr. K. Kawasaki, a Japa93 Japanese pupil is
were distributed masons 23 aehoole or apsreted by the league, whites will nese student in the senior class of
the primary grades. There are edit I- ,:l Its m.xt convention ou Sunday.
the Pniversar tot California.
grades in thie suttee schools of San July 1.
These attacks, so I am informed,
Francisco. the finst grade being else
As a matter of fact, a most effec- with but one exception were made
lowest end the eighth, grade the Withtive boycott was maintained against when no policeman was in the immeest--graduates of the MO* grade
nearly all of theJapanese restaurants diate neighborhood. Most of :hem I At'. B. elcl'HERSON, 335 Broadway.
this
toeing into the High school. Of
Is, E. DUNN, Sol(III and 'iu !if reef R.
located to San Francisco for a pe- were made bv boys and Yonne men:
total of 93 impels, 61. were born in
BACON, Seventh and Jackson Streets,
weeks. Pickeis many Of them were vicious In characJ.
Jetsam and 2; in the United States riod of at least three
J. C. GtI.ARRT, It-Se Meyers Street.
Those born- lit the United Stensie were stationed In front of these res- ter, and Only one appears to have
PErliTis RED cit0144 l'HA1tM tCY, Ithh and rrinibl.
eeted, of course, under Portion 1 of taurants and every effort was made been with a view of robbing the perJAMES P. SLEETH, 90-1 Broadway.
from
patronizing
prevent
people
to
son
attacked.
All
these
assaults
ap
tattoo
at
she
Cense
.Lricie XIS' of
times
stones
were
thrown
them.
At
been
made
subneinent
have
to
pear
It..' United States, be citiseus of the
1'need States and of the Mate where- and windows broken, and in one or to the Are and earth otake In San
proprietors
of the Francisco and ne at, neon was not
el they reede, and as eels subject, two instances the
to the laws of.the oation as welt as reeaurants were struck by these called to any assaults made prior to
stones.
the Itith day of April. 1906.
of the Mate.
The ages of the pupils attending
A meeting of the Japanese restauDr. F. Onion!, of the Imperial UniHOULD you have the misfortune to have to buy
the eubiet schools on the day viten rant keepers was then held, at which versity of Tokio. one of the world's
anything in this line:we are closing out the entee order went into effect ranged from the matter was again discust. The most distinguished scientists. and,as
to hi years. A Ilst of pupils attend- impression seemed
to prevail that stated by Prof. George Davidson, of
tire
line
of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
ing the echoer, which list gives ter even if an injunction was obtained the University of California. one of
nime of eshooi, .t would take too long, cost too much !he greatest
cost.
This
means your bill cut half in two. Emname of each
living authorities in
pupil, grade, piece of birth money and be ineffective. They theu seismography, seat to San Francisco
age of
balming and regular service rendered day or night
It will determined to pas money to the boyand sex, is hereto attached
by the Japanese government to study
be observed that those born in the cotters and appointed a committee the causes and effects of the earth
tin ted States (recopy about the resin for that purpose. The committee con- quake,
was stoned by hoodlums
the different grades 48 sisted of S. Imura, G. Sugibara, If.
position in
the streets of San Francisco. Prof. T
Amerietan cielitron of the rime age Kobayashi. and Mr. Nakashima. The
Nakamura, professor of architecture
enter those born in Japan are very snm of $350 was collected by this
in the Imperial University of Tokio,
20J% Scyuth
ChIrd Street.
Eicith Phoneme 110
much older.
sommittee from the restaurant keep - was also stoned in the streets of San
The newt:tier of schools in nail Fran •
Francisco by young toughs and hoodMere prior to April le was it. Or TO CURE •COLO IN oNE D••
ems. nectar Omori was also Nee
•
We number It primary or granemer Take •XATIVIS Biome Willem Tablets
,
aulted when visiting Eureka, Cal.'
care
lenses
ICW
orogen.
Meal
are*
felt
earthquake,
deetroyee
by
witoobs were
Neither of these eminent gentlemen
raving 45 sehools. Sine. April 111 GLOVE'S stinstate is se reefs box. The

METCALF'S REPORT
ON JAP TROUBLES

CUBA-ROMA
All-Havana Cigar, 5c

S

S. P.POOL

27 temporary structures have been
erected. making tube total number of
sebool buildings at Me present time
72. A teat) sleraing the location of
the public schools. in Sas Francisco
attended by Japanese pupils tip to the
time the order of the hoard went into
effect is herewith subnetteed
An examination of the map Wade Solid Oold Watch., Elgin
Movement
. ....
$1b.00
ed hereto will at once elearie show
'teat it wig be absolutely imponsible 20'
car Gold Filled Case,
for rtheldren residing In the remote
Elgin Movement --------------5 8.75
esctions of tee clay to attend the Ore
Genuine Rogers Tea Spoons,
mese school. The conditions_ in Sem
75c
set
Francisco are such, owing to the great
conflagration, that it would not he Genuine Rogers Knives and
Forks, a set_
3.19
possible even for grown children Eying at remote distances to attend this
Get our prices on solid gold
school.
Lockets.
I found the sentiment in the state
Solid Gold Rinsrs—Our stock is
very sarong again* .1-wpanese young
complete.
Our prices can't be heat.
men attending tile primary grades
Many of the people mere. outelpoken
in their condemnation of this course, EYE SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.
say:mg that they would take exactly
Amerk-an
the same stand against
J. A. KONETZKA
young men of similar ages attending
June as1 Opine
I)". prerary grades_ i am frank ti
say that this objection teems to me
2.2 years' experience-3 in Paducah
a 'most reassanable one.
The ureee of bele Francisco pretty
315 Broadway
generally uphold, Ale action of the
hoard of ednentire Of the sotau_de
GUTHRIE'S OLD STAND
of the more vioient and radical newsrenews it is unneseesedry to *Peak furRemember the place.
ther than to say that their tone es tee
tisual tone of hoetility to "Mongol
horde'," end the burden of their
eleim Is that Japanssee are no better
then Minces-. and that the same rea%one which dietated the exclusion of
the Otertese rail for the exclintion of
BOTH PHONES 54$.
the Javanese as well,
The temper and. tone of the mot.,
eonservative newepapers trtaY better
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
be illustrated by an epitome of their
argument upon the public sehool
(pennon, 'the szgunient practically
la as fotiowse if It should be held the'
there was a diserimination operating
in violation of the treaty with Japan
in Um mettes treatment of Jammers
ALAN A II !AIR
ebildren, or even if a new treaty with
Japan should be earned which would'
as "The Cowboy."
contain on beiralt of Japanese mate
PEAltl. LEWIS
"naoe(-fas'arednation"
jecte
the
clause, the could and would be met
as "The Pretty Itarich fieiress"
by the Mate, which would then exclude from the use of Its public and a good company including James
schools; ale ellen ehiliciren of every me
Sylvester In
t ismality and 141mit tee dishes of free
editeateon to ehildren of its own cite-mei, ter whom the system is primarily. designed a nd mineral n ed. Red
If the state 'should tio their the federal'
Ft. Wayne News, May 21, 1906:
eovernment could not complain, wince "Best here-in us long time. Curtain
no treaty right could be violated cells were numerous."
when the children of intianeee were
Detroit Free Press, Dec 1, 19145:
treated preciaely as. the children of
"Pleased immensely."
all foreign nations.
Special scenery, beautiful light
The feeling in the state lit entities
intense:tied. especially in labor circles, effects, pleasing specialties.
by the revert on the conditions in the
*Prices: Matinee, children, 100i
Helvetian lake& as eftetained in
adults, 25e 'MOH prices, 25c, 35e
of
latest*,
bureau
de
66
cif
the
Ntin
and
pertinent of onanneree and labor. The
,
chew le made that white labor has
Seats On sate Fr,
4 a m.
s

Special Holiday Prices

Evening Dress Requisites
for Your Men Friends
,

Tilesteee, DISCISHISLIS 15

TUE PADUCAH EVENind SUN.

Evening Vests in the single and double
breasted styles, piques and silks, at $2.50 to
fIlM I.
Dinner and Tuxedo Vests in white and the
popular gray shadings, at 12.50 to 18.00.
Evening t iii0reis in the kid and silk $1.5e.
Evening Ties in the made up and string.
Evening Reefers in the embroidered
very beautiful creations.
Pearl and moonstone Shirt Studs.
Silk Hats.
Opera hats.
Patent Leather Pomps.
Silk Hose,
Every time a man has to don his evenira
clothes be finds himself short one or two
articles of absolute necessity, so you don't go
wrong when you include something of the
sort in his gifts.
On

EMS GORPHOLTrl

SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN TEN CENTS A WEEK

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN

ol
,

DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT

Ti. Si so bottle coats
,
a;

Sims tita tvlsiat. adlica Isis
.....110 051? AT TIIII LADORATODT OP

C. DoWITT

ete l.A 5It satusii

tor att row

k COMPANY, CIIICAGO. LULD

A

41911111111111•11111111MIlas

SEE HERE YOU, GET BUSY!
Don't put off buying your Christmas presents until the few days just
before Christmas. RIGHT NOW we are showing iull stock, and
RIGHT NOW is the time to make your selections. Come quick and
get your choice of the bargains we are showing in Books, Bibles, Dolls,
Chinaware, Albums and Christmas novelties.

D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store

MeKentucky

Saturday, Dec, 22

"Texas Sweethearts'

409- 413 BROADWAY.

ge seven.) •

THE KENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 548

Monday Night,Dec. 24

MR. RICHARD MANSFIELD
..1N

"BEAU BRUMMEL,"
First curtain at 8:15; last curtain at 11 o'clock. Positively no seats reserved by
telephone. Sale begins on Thursd4 morning 9 a. m.
•

Prices:—Entire Orchestra, 112.50; first three rows
balance of balcony, $1.00; iraHery, 50c.

of balcony. 12 00; next two rows, 11,50;

FREE LIST EN1IR.ELY SUSPENDED

- -•

—..,.....Kap•-••••••,•••-••,•,•••••MMIWIr

tir
0-44.0,046,*,
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VT HAT gift would bring more real pleasure to your wife or
mother than a McDougall Kitchen Cabinet? It will cut
her kitchen work in two,save her a thousand wasted hours, and
double her enjoyment in living. And it means money in your
pocket, because it pays for itself in one year in the kitchen supplies
it saves. It makes the same saving every year and lasts a lifetime.

V

But there is this difference in kitchen cabinets. A poorly
made cabinet is worse than none, and those who bought

The McDougall Kitchen Cabinet
is carefully made, dust proof, mouse proof and sanitary.
And it is more convenient and more durable than any
other at any price. It is the world's standard. And when
you can get a genuine McDougall for $18 to $28, there
surely is no economy in buying anything else.
All this week we shall have the full line of McDougall
Kitchen Cabinets displayed on our floor. Better come while
the assortment is complete.
Place your order now, and start
paying $1.00 per week until the
cabinet is Daid for. It will be delivered to your home when -

OUR CHRISTMAS PLAN

NOTE THE MANY FINE POINTS.
leis a range so successfully constructed
as to insure PERFECT BAKING
EVERY TIME and is therefore the
prime.favoiite with all good housekeepers, because it saves many weary hours
of labor. It is right now and always
right. Make your Christmas a real
pleasure by buying one now. *1.00
cash,$1.00 per week.

On these easy terms we offer you the
massive and magnificent BUCK'S
STEEL RANGE which is recognized
throughout the world as the finest range
on the market. It is THE RANGE
WITH A REPUTATION, one that
has stood the test of time and never
once found wanting. With each and
every range you have our personal
guarantee, as well as the Buck's Stove
and Range Company.

more than you pay for the ordinary and
little
very
at
assortment
full
in
ware
white
elegant
this
We -how can furnish you
the inside and out with an absolutely pure white
NOT guaranteed kind. These are made of sheet steel, coated on
your wife happy by presenting her for Christmas a full
porcelain and ornamented with a bright blue border. Make
select from.
assortment. It will cost you very little. A complete stock to

Open Every Night
Until Christmas

Open Every Night
Until Christmas

4o•
-•••••••041110•4000000teese....,
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HE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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the Oabucab %tin. detonation
attitude
a

of
the
council's
long
standing
departmental feud would be wiped out
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
The leave Is not between tho Democratic board and a Republican council. The controversy dates back
EticourostATED
to %ND I SII 1;11i
I IAA% el; eTtiltle
P. M. FISHER. Preskleat
the birth of the board. We doubt if
J. PAXTON. General Mansger.
I.. Bill‘614)N.
the incoming council will graceful:y
P'
HATES! --- surrender any
of the prerogative:
petered at the postoMcs at Paducah.
and patronage of the °Mee. In fact,
my., as second Oasis matter.)
In common with their party in con- liorglors Secure lit3.3 There Last
THE DAIIILY SUN
ler carrier, p. r week
I .19 gress, we think the councilmen will
Ntglit Hy Taming lice Till of All
mall, per month. in advance
.40 view with alarm auy encroachme
nts
11A1.0•4e Change.
malt per year. In advance
SAO
THE WICENLY SUN
of the executive department on the
year,
by mail. postage pald
Per
e1.00 rights of the "people's representaAddress THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
tives"
_
Oftlre. 111 South Third.
Phones 318
Thieves who apparently studied
Payne & Young, Camay) and New
Protection for the whole family their art made C. L. Bruneon, the
fork representati
ves.
_ _
„
will soon be afforded in Louisville. florist, a victim 'last night ThaY
. THE SUN can be found at the follow- The city
board of health has discov- broke out a eilds and entered his
-4r
Ft. D. ilement• A CO.
ered horrible conditions in the dal- flower More near Sixth street on
Van Culln Bros.
des and will adopt measures to purl- Broadway. A total of 823 in cash
Palmer House.
wag ecru red. The money %%NW taken
John Wilhelm's.
fY the babe's milk. At the swine time
the pure food standard couttnission from the cads drawer and money
iiek•Ilreft to bet the only object of the
is
adopting
measures
for the
thietes' velt.
Me matter was relabeling of bottles, so the old man
ported to Chief of Police Jamas OWwill know what ne is drinking.

BROKE GLASS

BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.

Stele Mieji
An opoteuelity Jr offered a Melted
number of desirable persona to tour
Oki Mexico in spat-al Pullman Wave
A pillmoneltly cemilicted tour, Mart!mg January Lille by repoteentativee
fauteLar with every point of bistork
interest on the :route. The itlnerary
ewers a period of thirty days of
eight-seelug wad is unueuelly complete, satisfactoly and Interesting.
Thie cost of the tout as very, bow and
mentber• of dot patty abeoluteicy relieved of all mitiondbility regarding
arrangements. If interested Write us
for particulars at owe.
Kentucky Tour Aseociation,
510-512 Memosic bit Ad;lig. Lou le
'cilia, 'KY., Or C. H. Hungerford, District Pasoetager Agent Souhern
TAXIlovIlko..11C).
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The effect of

Scott' Emu1..cion

on thin,

pale children is magical.
Itiver Stages.
Cairo ......
..27.9 2.3
Chattanooga
6.8 0.7
33.2 1.9
Evansville
28,2 2.8
Fig>re
IV ening.
Johmeonville
11.4 2.4
Louisville
11.6 0.$
Mt. Carmel
14.8 0.9
Nashrvitle
21.3 7.1
Pittsbil rg
12.4 1.6
Davie Island Dean-Missing.
St. Louis
7.4 0.6
Mt. Vernon-Missing.
Paducah
24.2 3%1

It makes them plump, rosy, active, happy.
rise
rise
Mee
het

It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.

rise
rise
rine

ALL DRUGGISTS; 150c. AND e1.00

ii

Bankruptcy Notice.
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driver or hostler) who writes, files
-The new passing track of the of Milwaukee, winning in the cut.
to $11.00
a:dente-cm of Fedora Jude. %-cilter
and !Ills the order
at
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
appointed Illinois Central which will make it ligre. Morse. of Memphis, won the conEvans.
POssIble for passenger and freight gelation prize, a book.
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
engines
going
to the coal chute not
--- -Obariee Elmore re...evened a
Commisiikeser'a Sale.
to
interfere with
loose John-boat in Tennessee river at
switch
engines
D. 1. R. Chapter.
Master Comnsiseioner Cecil Reed
Logs Are Rekaeed.
the mouth of Island eroeli yesterday making up trains in the shops yards.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of
The ease of the Baker-Eerie, has sold the Ittgalesberger mill Philtcontaireng an ulster overcoat said a I.. being built this week. It is a few the American Revolutio
n. meets this eolapany against H.
Moore, for er') on South Third street for $..‘ei woman's lace handkersitief. There feet on the outside of the old jack- afternoon with sirs
James II. Buck- $64) was prettied today. Moore brought (104), to Jeff J. Road. The property
ing
track.
were indications of blood on the boat
ner, of Jefferson street. It is a meet- a -raft of bugs here and the grocery was sole in the suit of the Globe
SEND your clothes to the Fault(teat and
hendkerchke.
Elmore
-Kindling, kindling, at
less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
Bieder- :rig of much importance as the an- firm attached it. Magistrate C. W. Bank and True (-mummy againeltigtied the boat ti.i) and is investigeting. man's,
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
nual election of officers take place Emery released the attachment to- glesherger Brothers.
The police have not been notified by
phones 1507.
-For the first time this year local and Intereet centers especially in the day.
Fentore of lee find
Illinois Central pattern makers have position of regent.
J. E. MOROAN, blacksmith, 408
Magistrat
e's
(Mort.
-The stun office vs prepared to
caught up with their work and will
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
Mrs. Anna Scott wa; given judgfurnish the very latest things In en- have
the satisfaction
Have you ewer seen a woman
ment for $40 yesterday afternoon In
of knowing
%Vett at Metropolis.
Send it to the cellar or attic- or work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
graved or printed calling cards and they will
begin the new year with an
who, VISA not delighted with •
for fibre stone side wire tires, the
Magletrtate C. W. FerneTY'a mina Junk heap -AFTER
Thomas, Arnold, 21 yaws old, and
a want ad. fails
invitations of any sort, and Is mak- even start. During the
pair of Silk How. Why not deagainst James Estes, who sold her a to sell
present year Maggie eecholis. 19 years ned,
before
it--not
you have tiled best rubber tires made.
ing special prices now.
they have made hundreds of patterns married this morning by
light her eel,• pair Hike Xmas?
horse.
'Squire 1;4.to find a market.
•
WANTED--Gentleinen
roomers,
-A bed :n A.,Deerington's room acme being for the
R1-1/1", PHILLIPS & CO.
big Burnside. tett, at Metropolis. They went dos n
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Seventh with or without board, In private famover the Prince eigeP
shops
in
Chicago.
on
the
lower
It
was
0owling
only
accompanied by Anne
'
a few
lltore on
In Police Onset.
All modern convenience.; Evand Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott, ily.
Broadway was trecovered abeam) on weeks ago that they started on s se- Piper sod A. S. Phelps •
Oonover and Herman Jewerything firnecia--e
No children.
Sunday morning bs- Petcrohnen John- ries of patterns for parts of the bigSTOVE WOOD phone 1910
di, residents of Mechanicsburg, were
Kanuck Challenges Jeffries,
Add ease G., care Sun.
eon and Orme and extinguisheed. gest passenger engines on the sysGeorge
Bundren.
Miss Ora V. Leigh, of Salt Lake
Syracuse, N. Y., Dec. 18 -- Major presented in police court this mornDrringeon had 'eft the room but a tean. and this week they are finishing City , will spend
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
Christmas in °hinge Roderick MacKenzie, of Toronto. ing on the charge of obtaining money
COOK WANefED at. once. Apply
Mott time, and cannot account for up the last shipment
ry and concrete work a specialty.
with her brothers, Mr. Cberien Leigh Canada, who
by fal e preeenees it is alleged they 3$0 Kentucky avenue.
is
over
seven
feet
tall.
how it naught.
-Large line unredeemed pledges and Mr Robert !eagle She wild come and
. .
Office 126 South Fourth. Phone 490
weighs 327 pounds. Issued a sold stolen repo to Mr's. Baer, a, hide
-FOR
$1.60 books for 50c, the most un- --all)lamonds,
RENTT-Furnished
front Residence phone 1237. Prompt
high-grade
and junk (bleier. ()weaver
watches, ti laelaeah for New Year to visit her challenge today to Ulu Jeffries.
atMated room, 421
Clark,
equaled offer ever made, the Rose of genuine Parker
tention to all estimates.
that he bought the rope teem a man
West
Bros. & Smith shot- brother. Mr. 0. P. Leigh, on
Broadway.
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed guns, pistols.
who came down the river 'n a skiff
FOR RENT-Five room cottage, -FOR S.‘LE- -Ten lots cheap on
etc., at half price. Ike
Miss Grace Williams, of Krebs
Isle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy Cohen, 106 S.
yesterday morning for $1.75 and so '1 with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap- monthly payment to respectab
Ladies' or Gentlemen's Initial
Second street.
le colStation, returned home yesterday afit for $6, bassos* he knew he poled ply Dr. P. H.
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape
ored people. MeCracken Heal Estate
Handkerchlefe half doz. in box,
--Sam E0Lison, a colored brakeman
Stewart.
ternoon,
after
shopping
make
a
profit.
Paducah.
in
_
The
terse
was left
Cod Folke,.all go at this price, while of Patton, was knocked off an engine
and Mortgage company. see L. D.
3.1e Me% 734., 00e, $1.50.
Born to the wife of Mr .1'. K.
open. AM the rope secured has been - HICKORY WOOD--Pnones, Old Sanders, $18 South Sixth
yestteldtii; and was brought to the
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
111111', PHILLIPS & CO.
street. 765,
442,
New
698.
Delivered
Lackey, residing on Caldwell street.
promptly
.
Idetaifiesi
by the etterrill-Ruseeel !,um
old phone.
boseritel here for treatment. His hark
'---Car No. 67, of the depot line,
E.
B.
Bell
last night, a daughter.
Sons.
&
her corniamy and owners of the
was wrenched.
WANTED': FOR. U.
ARMY was derailed early this morning at
Detective Will Baker went to MadKemper Lula Warren, and whet maCORI.4 for belling. also boys for
-Do
Able-bodied unmarried men between
not
aorget
that
the
the curve at Eighth and Tennessee
Deficiency Bill Passes.
Ba.king ison•ille. Ky., this morning on busirine peseerty in Meohaniceberg.
packing. Paduca,h Distilleries CU
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of United
Washington. Dee.
streets. It jumped the tracks at a Browder and Fish Aquarium offer with ness.
The senOther cease: Nora and Mettbew 128 South Third street.
eierStates, of good character and temtangent with the curve and cleared that fine eat novelty will not nue
Dr. Overton Brooks, son of Dr. J. ate today passed the urgent deficien- &sae. colored, breast of peace. $10
SALE
FOR
-A
well
equipped
Inen-•
cy hill including an appropeaten of and mats each; Frank Johnson and
the tracks, not delaying any other mint longer. One aquariorn, 2 gold G. Brooks, one of Paducah'
perate habits, who can speak, read
, young
dry, Seventh and Adams. Apply A.
cars. It was repat cd -horny after 7 fish, box Mb food, pebbles, Plants, box men who is making a
a quarter of a million for carrying George Paerhal, colored, breach of
and
write English For information
decided
.1, WIntersenith, 51.8 South Seventh.
stirbaiting powder and the art novelty
o'clock.
ces praciicing medicine in Chicago, into effect the pure food legislation peace. $5 and costs entre.
apply to Recruiting Office, New Richvase, sill for 65 eents, with only 100
FOR e A I.E--Bed mete vet, dieing mond House,
-Se. the Christmas boxes of
will spend Chreimas with his parPaducah, Ky.
to be sold. You'll have to hurry, at ents.
room set, rug and other articles. Apfancy stationery at The Sun office,
Mr.
James
P.
Smith
returned
this
Biederman's.
ply
Broadway
1455
.
We have now just received a
morning from St
William McNamara, supervi-or of
priced 40c up.
Bow your lawns and side wake. We
Hotel .Irrivalis.
-W-AN'eED--Giel to assert in house
mistrial assortment of Fere for
--J. A.. Kerr took charge of the have the very best of lawn grans
Palmer- Whlliani Klmmons,Louisseen
work in small cottage. Apply 8'19
the
holiday.
shoppers.
depot lunch stand yesterday. He is at Biederman's.
Vilie; August .Kern. St. Louis; R. M.
Kentuck avenue.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
from Chicago and his wile will as--The public library will be dosed
Smith, Chicago; H. G. Canter., CinUreitT--Belt ferrate pup, brind:e
sist him In managing the place. He every evening at 6 o'clock until
cinnati; N. R. Gonker, St. Louis: I.
afChristm Is X StIAi(Rtions
ith eget*. collar. Notify 84)9 Keneucceede Mr. Al Neff, resigned.
ter the holidays.
H. Latom, St. Louis: 0. R. Reed.
icky
ayenue,
telephone
1.519-A.
Mao
To
Buyers'.
-For best coal and bundled kind-If you have just a dollar to
Louisville;
H. Twitted, Philadel.
We
will
take up any certificates et
WANTED-Position by competent phia; N. W. Campbell, Louisvill
ling, phon . 201, Johneton-Denker spend for Christmas for a young
e; W.
credit you stile hold from $25 t,
einographer. Five years' experience. J. Selzer, Evansville;
Coal Co.
W. Saantgomlady friend, come see the two quires
$100. and allow you credit for, then
--at
reference
of
s.
Old phone 2716. ere Washington, D. C.; P. Powell,
-Toni Orntehfiekl, Jr., eon of Mrs. monogram paper The Sun
on our pianos at Like prices. W. T.
sells for
FOR RENT--Cottage. 431 South Golconda. Ill.; E. S. Duiguid, MurAddle
Crutchfield,
receding
on the price.
Miller & Bro., 518 Broad way
:sixth street. -Modern plumbing. Ap- ray; L. Bogatzky. Nashville; P. J.
Bridge street In aleehanicsbung. shot
-We have Slug Shot that will ileply 438 South Sixth.
Phelan, Louisville; H. F. Bakerthmaef in the left hand with a pistol,
trues's
teirtW
shootdteg a ['Fink. Dr. J. S. Trout- stroy all insects on plants; and Plant
F•ORRENT---Fienbehed rooms over smith, St. Louis; C W. Bueller,
312 Broadway
show
Let
us
you
our
Purse
Food
that
will make plants grow.
man denlined the injery.
Sleet:be drug
store.
Ninth
and ro.
line, suitable Xmas ',oscine.
-Oroer visiting cards for your Brunson, 529 Broadway.
Belvedere-F. .T. Wickenbay, LouBroadwayPerhaps
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
_ _
never again will
-City surysenoers to the _Daily
isville; H. M. Jones, Owensboro; F.
friends forelitristmas now, so as to
WA..'eTE
D--To
rent
one
nnlarge
you have the chance to purS. E. Woods,
be sure you will get them. Over 60 Sun who wish the delivery of the!)
general bourse work In tamely of 3. J. Malone, Cairo
chase such warm, serviceable
Louisville; C. E. Rudolph, Ogden,
papers
stopped
must
Old phone 1-484-111.
notify our colstyle; prices from $1.50 up, at The
and stylish garments at the
Bishop McCabe Dying.
J. I.. Malin; Chicago: C. P. Rickrich,
lectors or make their requests diSun Office.
WANTED-To buy 14140 feet of Iron
New York, Dee. it,----Bishop 11.
following prices:
Louisville; R.MeClure, Ft. Wayne,
rect
to
The
Sun
office.
fence.
Edwards,
G.
No
W.
attention
117 South
-New shipment li.gh-grade shoes.
cabe, of the Methodist church, is
• $5.00 for a good long overInd.
Third.
was etricken with apoplexy last wee'
Stacy-Adarr- Stetson, Walkover and will be paid to such orders when
coat, extra well made and in
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Is dying at the New York hospital.
FOR ALL kinds of carpenter work
all the new patterns. You'll
apply 0. M. Dodd, 1609 Harrison, old
have to see them to appreciate
Long Ki41
Gloves., black.
Subacribiefor The Sun.
phone 830.
chile, green, (an, brown, In
their worth. Many houses
Keisier-NNeckwear and TurnFOR RENT-Three room cottage
buttons, all sizes. tit MI.54) pair.
are selling them for $7.50 to
over. areedwaym pleasing
on North Twelfth street. Apply F
HUDI, PHILLIPS & (Ns.
$10.00. Our
agents
for this line.
We are Poole
M. Fisher.
price.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
r FOR. RENT-Furnished front room
,wee_
Subsiertive pw I n
with bat-h. Apply at Oehischiaeger's
$7.50 buys
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People antl
Pdamotoist Somalis

Fine Furs

COURTS 1:i

HART'S GOT 'LIM

Fur Coats

The Most Sensible Gift

Rudy, Phillips

Co.

IT.

THE BIG 4FOUR

We have placed on sale
our new line of Furs,
bought specially to meet
the demand for holiday
gifts.

Fur Sets

Fine Furs

THIS WAGONAND A SETOFRUNNERS
MANES ALL THEW FOUR OUTFITS.

LOC.IL

Hart's Xmas Line

rkw-

I

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO.
ITP8.

FOR

OVERCOATS! OVERCOATS!
OVERCOATS!

GULLETT'S

Standard Cigars 1
1
in Small
Xmas Boxes

We offer the well known

Chancellors,
Mercantiles,
La Sonias,
Principe de Gales,
Prelerencias,
Princess Louisas,
And several popular 5 cent
brands.

R. W.WALKER CO.
Incorperated
/DRUGGISTS
I IV sal &mime

Nei Mose 11

Night Bell at Side Door.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Wheat-May
July

May
July
OwnsMay
PorkMay
CottonJan.
Mar.
May
Stocilui-T. C.
L. & N.
U. P.
Rdg.
St. P.
Mo. P.
Penn.
...
Cop.
...
bead
C. F. I.
U. S. P.
V. S.

Open
781
/
4
77%

Close
78%
77%

43%
44

43%
44%

36

36'-',

Scott (showing ring)-"I'd hate
to lase It. It's a diamond of the first
water."
Mott-"You said just now you'd
soakei
it three times."- Boston
Transcript.

$7.50

.16.35

16.32

9.37
9.61
9.76

9.24
9.48
9.66

1.74
1.46
1.83%
. 1.43%
1.93
93%
. 1.37%
1.13%
1.60%
73
66
1.04%
48

you one of the
swellest made overcoats con
ceivable. They are all selected from the best known makers and the quality we pledge.
Many houses will ask you
$10 to $12.50 for the same.
quality. Our

1.73
1.44%
1.80%
1.43%
1.85%
93%
1.36%
1.12%
1.49%
72%
66
1.03%
4.744

$10.00 Overcoats

At this price you can get
an assortment of styles and
patterns that will surprise you
They come in all the new
shade@ of green, blue, brown
and black, long or short
lengths. They are good values
at $15.00. Our
price
0 00

U. G. MILIEU 86 CO.
312 Broadway
Incorporated.

We save

you money on every
purchase.

Silk Shawls, all colors and
Pa WM. a nice remembrance, $1.00
to 811.00.
PHILLIPS. & (1).

"Has your son arrived at years of
discretion
"Oh, yes. He's about to be married."
"How you contradict yourself!"Cleveland Leader

leer Curtains, an immense
line from which to chooee. *elle
exquisite styles at 113.00. 913.30,
$4.00 and $1.1.00.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.
eia'..asill11111111111

Cravats
A

fashionable Keiser
Cravat as a finishing
touch to tasty dress is
always a logical holiday
gift. We can not too
strongly praise the
display we this
offer.

unsea-

usual
son

25c to $3.50

71dierdee:
MEW" A41) BOY 5

OUTFiTTFR5

L•t61.1166•4 1868

§k

drug store.
FOR RENT- By the year, eight
room residence, centrally located.
Good reptile Apply 424 South Ninth.
WANTED-To-- learn trade, three
iiting men to learn marble and Atom,
Ming trade. Apply to J.
WilAruson & Co.
FORR-SALE7---Itine- bread -Wagon - at
ood as new, can be 'teed for mill,
agon; also second-hand
sum')
Pap. City Bakery. Frank Kirehoff
FOR
-BAI.E-leasy teens. 3 nee
houses in Northview addition nee
, 2th street ear line. W. D. Greer
Broodway.
HAND-PAINTED Pillow tops, decorated oilcloth for dresser doilies
and opera bags by Mrs. H. H. Meyers. Displayed at Eley Dry Goods Co
FOR RENT-leuom with bath at
609 1-2 Eroadway. Suitable for one
or two gentlemen. Apply Walkere
drug store, Fifth and Broadway.
- FOR BALE--Three cheep forme on
short noeire. five -m See from city
See Pk& lk Patter, Ill Smith Fourth
tome*.

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

Paducah
Saddlery cO.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets.

•.

P.TIOR SIN

THE PADUCAH 4VENIICG SUN.

LL DOUGLAS
FO
MADE

$350SHOES

LIFE COMPANIES
IS RHEUMATISM AN REFORM IS URGED
COUNTING VOTES INCURABLE DISEASE? IN OUR LAND LAWS

MEN.

W. L. Douglas shoes are
better this season than
ever before. This means
that there has been
distinct improv ement in their style,
in their fitting
••••••
qualities, and in
their wear. Each
year gives us additional experience
which we turn to
account by constantly
improvit%; our shoes.
Nothir.g is too small to
merit the minutest
attention.
Things v. hich might be
considered trivial
other factories have
infinite attention
from our workmen
for the simple reason that
the Douglas standard is
nothing short of the
best possible. lilt %ere
not for the immense
facilities and the right motive it would
be impossible for the W. L. Douglas $3.50
shoe to rival the $5.00 and $7.00 productions of higher priced makers.
Millions of satisfied patrons know
through actual service that Douglas $3.50
shoes hold their shape better, fit better,
wear longer and are of greater intrinsic
value than any other :3.50 shoes on the
market to-day.

TEES

Probably Over Half Million Science Has Proven It But a Preside
nt Sends Special MesCast Already
Symptom of Kidney Trouble
sage on Subject
strugglt•

WAS

lkitween Great Interests Try It at Home, Get the Ingredien
ts \avid Personnel BM to Immure More
ytioidene coliiiii F'rotti the DrIla Slope and Mrs
Rapid
Ion In line officers
tee t.
Them l'oureelf.
in Future.

REMARKABLE

CAMPAIGN (BYES

SIMPLE

PfrEMBEit IS.

agmagogisemeggoolotglogragre,

WHY ELECTRIC POWER
Is

ECONOMICAL

dimm,

• •

V.11.1. A LSO W1Ink BIG SAVING.

W. L.
Douglas
93.80
shoos

New York, Dec. 1 IL —I The close of
The greet majority of men and woWestlogien, Dec. 18.--The foleoethe great light for the control of the teen a; the age (..f 51) )0,ace begin to
Int; is the abstract
the tutees:age of
New York Life and. Mutual Life In- (*see the flret signs of advancing age
President Roosevelt on public laud
surance companies and their bun- In some form of kidney trouble
lawse
whikili was bent to congress toone
dreis of melione of assets came to- bladder weakness. Plow are entirely
day:
day. Since October 18, the policy- frse train that torturotue disease,
The president urges the repeat? of
holders of the two companies have !Met/mat:Ism, whiet is not, a dieease timber
and atone act, dternands the
been voting for the election of a in lit-self, but a syntetom of deraneted rasteal
ameidnient of the desert lend
new set of trustees in each company. function of the kidneys which have act;
urges; the repeal of the came '.•
The struggle has been the most re- eeoome teogged and sitiggeah, failtng lion clause
of She beenesteed a.
markable In the finaneial history of In their duty of sifting acid Armin:lug (if sheet',
he declares, new reeve •
the country, with scattered, unorgan- lt,itpoilsonous waste aerator, uric acid. turn great treats
of land over
Fest Limar
ised people of small means on the etc., from the blood, permitting it to ffimeetieettors and
corporation,.
E yelet,
remain
one side, rand the greatest nioneYe-.1
and decompose, settling about
To prevent the fraudulent argue. I.')'
,el
powers in the United States on the the joints and mileages, eat:wing in- non of the public
lends, tthe presides.
tu•,F
ether. That the result is awaited tense pain and suffering.
says be etas directed the secretary
Bracey.
The bladder, however, Cal,11 1Ps XII* the
with intense intere-t goes without
interior to choir oso potent to I
old folk-. the moo annoyenee, espec- leaved
i
saying.
to public lands under any I. •
ial*
as
nigert
aid early meriting.
The e ection Wel determine whethuntil. by an examlnaelon on I.
A noted New Hampshire physician knoune,
er the present management of the
actual camp/Jame with tie,
two companies, whirls were legislat- states, in a :emeent article, that he ham law haa been found to eri-1.
had
wonderfu
l
sueeetes
with
tee
ed out of °Mee by the enactment of
this purpose an Increase of awe
SOLD BY
:he reform insurance lawa following tines "vrizet.thle t re3town t.”
He agents In the Kamera' :and' offIco
states:
-Of
shaehl
CaaPs of bissidee u rgent Ity
the Armstrong committee's revelsrequired.
Linn, will remain in power, or wheth- trollies>, 'and eherimatisin weeioe baNe
He urges the revision and re •
been treated with this treatment only
er the pallet holden' will put their
meet of the existing -laws aft.
one very orstneecated caste felled to
own men In charge of their own
rights of way and privileges on pi.
frier yield to it. remarkable Influence. he
ellinglanEWEI
Sande and reservations in ,
:midi, amounting in the two cornt
It Is the only hernelese treatment I
rompreherielve rat, providing ti •
y:an:es to SrTa.nan.nsfi.
have ever found t clean the noten
1 the reguestkins now In forest In
Large Vote Expected.
ef rhetonetk poisons; remove fretsease* may be extended to alt.
loospective of the oritcome, the
Bon of the bladder and relieve urtnsry
Other 1.egialatket.
election wie vlinw for the first time
diffieultiest of the old. people. It is a
Lewbdation is reeommended In IIn the history of the Insurance bust- true vitalisin
g twee to the entire kid- with the proposal
to l:ow rallr.y.i.
'Wm.; in the T'nfted States, a large
ney and urinary structure, relnetgose
to conwoittisst* their holdings of tin.
ivote ha- the policyholders, the vote ating the
eatire sy
m.'
'
her within forest reserves by exchange
'being due the wonderful campaign
What the time*. terms 'told vege- after
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
deeding their lancie to the gne
!made by the International Policy- table treat meet"
mender* of the fol- em memo.
Second The button holes or stud holes match.
holder,* meantime to bestir the poll- lowing temp:, prescript
ion, the ingreThe prowident recommend. tee- '1
lv holders to the importance of show- dents In which 4V311 be obtained from
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed p(rfectly
secretary of the treasure be
ing sufficient Interest in the safe- lnY good pheemacy at amen,
:red to advance to •1 • 'and without injury.
guarding of their on funds to cast Compound Kargion, one ounce; Felted
upon the security of
a
oi te •
ballots.
Ertesiet Dandelion, one-half ounce:
Fourth—It irons eitlier stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
her, as. amount. say $5;400,000, e
That the present management have (Nearpou nd Syrup Boreal/erten, three
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
euM(ient to provide a reassonsib
spent several millions dollars to re- onaosse. Shake well In a bottle and
working capital for the foresees,
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
tain the control of the companies is take in teimpoonful dares after aeon
beer interest and to ba-repatd In it;.
the opinion of experts who have meal and upon gaIng to bed, Woo anal
sending us your laundry.
instalment., beginning in 0' think peenty of water. This prescripwatched the present fight since
tion,
report of the Armstrong committee.
though wimple, le sewers effecTransfer of the national
part
leering the past two
months, the tive In the diereses and affiklions of from the ehrge of the eseeretary
N. w York Life Is said to havespent the kidney 'and bladder.
the interior ,nto the secretary of Or
.1 'wards of 82,000.000 to secure the
agr'stthture is recommended
E. C. DeWitt & Co., of Chicago, at
•- iie of the majority of its million
The power to create national parks
licyholders for the "administra- whose laboratery Kodol is prepared, by proclamation whotiel be
extended
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
• en ticket' beaded by Alexander E. assures us Met this remarkab
le di- to Indian hinds. the Indiane to be
, Orr. and placed in nomination by the
gestant and elafrective fur the stom- Peed the fol) eteinie of 'end thus' taken.
W, P. Patron,
R. RIMY,
P. PUBVIIA•,
old "McCall ring" officials controlled
The president reeensmenda
ach conform dull; to all provisions
President.
Cast so
Assistant Cathie,
by Geerrge W. Perkins of the Wall
tion wirkch will provide for goirerw
of the National' Pure Food and Drug
'street firm of J. P. Morgan & com•
mem contr.)l of the publican range
Law.
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patsy. and Thomas A. Bnckner, vice
through the department of agricultpresident In charge of agencies.
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or porn
elimpiette Rugs 27%60 Inch
needs, and to authorize the rollecThe Mntual, have's( about half as
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tion of a reasonable grazing fee He
many policyholders, It Is said to have
Carital
$100,000
RUM'. PHILLIPS & CO.
spent half as much to secure a winnays be whll see to tt
Stir picas.
50,000
fleeces
are
removed
ning vote for the Standard Oil tickunless congress
Stock holders /lability
takes steps to Penalise proper fencet, headed by Charles A. Peal:awl),
1 00,000
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup ing by gospels:event control of the
welch was nominated at the direcTotal security to depositors...
tion of II. H. Rogers. and for which drives out the cold and stops the range.
$250,000
Cannot walk nor 'rawl ueey front you, nor be lost Or
members of the discredited McCurdy cough. Contains Honey and Tar.
Account
stolen when deposited at 4 per cent compound interest
s
of
individuals and firms solicited, We
regime have been
working with Free from any opiates. Conforms to
Naval Personnel Bill.
apprec it.
might and main. •
small as well as large depositors and
in this bank.
Weetrtnarton, Dee. 15.—The
the National Pure Food and
accord to all the sit
Drug
In
York Life there are Law. Pleasent
dent today fae•ni a message on naval
courteous treatment.
Open an account at once and get youfself a start.
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De Witt's Kidney and
Policyholders' association. The third
Bladder In the made of captain and seven
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in the grade of' rear admiral,
or fusion ticket, was nominated by Pills quickly drive the poisons from
the agents of the Mutual.
the system and thus afford relief. A thus enableng them to become thoroughly skillful and. elliclint In these
In the Mutual Life election of week's treatment for 25c. Sold
by grades. The hill
also eetablIshess the
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1504, the total number of votes was Lang Bros.
grads' of vice' admiral.
155 out, of approximately 450,000,
The president ease that. If the proand those votes were cast by emposed pean of promotion is carried
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I T is the most efficient and the
least wasteful. It minimizes
the risk of breakdowns. You
pay only in proportion to your
actual needs. There is more room
in your factory--you can condense operations. Electric power
is clean. Individual motors avoid
shafting and friction loads--in
some instances found to be over
60 per cent.
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The Paducah Light and
Power Co., Inc.
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Citizen's Savings Bank

Your Money

that illegal

I. „,Pw

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

Niechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
no Broadway

TO LET

FOR INSURANCE

HOLIDAY GOODS

Thit Insures Seti

On Display

ABRAM L. WEIL Sc CO.
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate glass.
Campbell fluildirisr.
Both Phones:

Office 369.

Residence 726

Pipes and Cigars for acceptable presents. Complete line on
display In Meerchatims $2 50 Up:
liriats 51 00 to Vs 00.
Cigars packed 12, 25 and 50 In
holiday box-La Breit:rite La
Sania, El Pricipe De Gales, La
Preferenela, Belmont and Gen•
eral arthur.
Sc Cigars packed 12 and 25 In
book boxes and cabinets

When dwelling on the PlumI)ing or Heating
question i• :
Who's the best to see
Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Filling
533 South Fourth
318 Korttuta
Bath Phones 301

Avo.

The TrIlll Wonder
Cores all kidney, bladder and rheumatic troubles; sold by 3, H. Oehischlaeger, buT Iiroadwey, Dr. K. W.
Hall, °Mee 2926 Olive street, St.
Louts, Ma

New York Life, which hag nearly
donble the number of policyholders,
as the eintual, the came farce was
222 Broadway
enacted year after year at the elections.
Number of Policyholders.
In the New York bite, the number
of policyholders Is 977,441. Of these
THE
783,661 reside In the United States
AND
THE
and Canada.
In the Mutual Life the total number of policyholders le 592,395, of
WiTh
which 457,591 live in the
United
States and Canada.
The indications are that a total of
between 600,000 and 700,000 votes
P•ice
and
60c &$1.
was cape the, ballots were opened
0103
Free TriaL
and the official eoulat began today. It
AO
,
-1•••••=•••111•M•
may take weeks to count the ballots,
Surest -ad Quickest Cure for
TIMOAT and LUNG TH017and the event of a clots election, the
S
L8,or MONEY BACK.
count may be contested in tit;
_courts.

The Smoke House

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

Claseatweet, the Ideal medicine for
the little ones. Contains no opiates.
Conforms fully with National. Pure
Food and Drug Law. Write E. C.
DeWitt & Co., Chicago, III., for the
"Baby Book." Sold by Lang Bros.

KILL

CURE

COUCH

LUNC8

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOROU
CONSUMP
GHS TION

Several superior offices'. on second and
third floors of our- building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.

SUBSCRIBE run THE SUN'.

IT IS UP TO YOU

American- German National Bank
227 Broadway
dumniummommommiona

We guarantee our line of Jewelry
to be equal to the line carried by
any of the large houses.
Wei
saves you 'Twenty p•r

Auction Sale
Is a worst kind of fake. We do
not have to auction our goods. We
meet every day with part,ies having

House

Be wise and do not
fall In the trap. Buy your jewelry
from

ti!

1,3,•••

1r

Phones 787

CHUN' NANCE ec SON
Undertakers and

113 S•uth Third Stra•ii

Just received a new line of up-todate Xmas gouda.

Ii

flit

tiratimmtrszimirattam.

PARRISH & PARRISH
The Honest Jewelers,

to IC
Mn,

wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete Machine shop.

112-124 N.Pourth St.

been faked.

Man
dung
diare
Is it
them
ell

it

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

cent. If you are a conservative
buyer we Invite you to the above
reasonable Saving.

rest,
Whe
Ste
pick'
engr

I

Embalmers

AMBULANCE' POW SICK
OR INJURED
Open Day and Night.
New Phone 3'.A4.
Old Phone 699
4113 SOUTH THIRD STREET
*1111111112:111111111allIglia

SAVO.

"SIR<

4,•

•••••

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18.

5he

REFUGEES

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
KILLED WITH NAIL FILE,
Driven Into Brain Under His Eye by
Wife.

ALL IS HARMONY
AT JOINT SESSION

HARAHAN W1_
LL ,
DEVELOP DIXIE loos
tutlines Illinois. Ccutial Polky
New (Memel Banquet.

at

N

PAGE SEVEN

FIRST READING
LICENSES PASSED

anmonan
LEE LINE STEAMER

LARKS

Nee York, Dec. 18.— An ivoryBy A. CONAN DOYLE.
New Orleans. Dec.
laic. s
handled mill file is believed by the
Author of -Tho Room of
Harahan, president or t its ell no
police to be the instrument which
Shale&
leslaser
Central railroad; today outlined thet
caused the dearth of Jo eve N. O'Nedid
Leaves Cincinnati DecemIn
furthering
the
In a room of the Greenwich hotel at Only One Ballot Is Required road's policy
OopyrIght,1103, by Harper & Brothers
Does
soath's conlmercial development at a Board of Councilmen
ber 12 for Louisville, EvansGreenwich. Conn , as the result of
To Settle Contests
banquet tendered him by the New
which his wife was arreeted In New.
Not Alter Ordinance
With hands whleh trembled with
ville, Paducah, Memphis
ea- York on
Orleans Progressive (neon.
Millet,
the charge of manslaughter.
gerness site unlocked a secret
and
all way points.
cup- Mr.
Smith,
president
of
the Louisville
and Mrs. O'Neill went to the room
board In the wall in which she
conThrough rate to Helena.
and Nashville, was also a speaker.
in the hotel Friday morning„4 short Eta,'hleiu Set of Officers.
cealed her vahusblee. A blase of
Chosees By
Jew''In the territory lying south of But Effort to Suspend Rules
elry met her brother's eyes as
lee
Vicksburg and Pine Bluff,
Cleueral Council at Meeting
be time :Liter ehe sent out a call for a
fettled by Wary ones— Bucket
the
Missouri and Ohio rivers," said
peered over her shoulder. At one
physician
,
saying
her
husband
lied
Last Night.
SMALL AS A PILL
arriving Paducah Satside
Ark.,
Shope
were three drawers. die one over the fallen and hurt bineelf. An examMr. Harahan, "must come the great
urday, December 15.
EASIER TO TAKE
other. She drew out the lowest one. ination conducted by Medical Examinindustrial expansion'ofour country,
Two doses give relief, and one hex
It wits full to the brim with glittering er. James disclosed the fact
and the trend of commerce from that
that
will cure any ordinary case of Kidlouts deers.
territory
0%4e-ilia death was caused by a wound CHARITY
ought
to
be
alone
the
lines
CLUB'S
QUARTERS
WILL BE ALLOWED TO EXIse ney or bladder trouble. Removes
-Take what you wile" the said. under the eye. The only thing
Beth Phones 11e5-A.
of least resistance. Aecording to natfound
`And now your plan! Quieki"
Gravel, cures Diabetes.
that could have Inflicted such a wound
Seminal
ural law Ibis direction is south.
WK.
ariNamma41111111.1111111111MEMIMMO
He Muffed the money lu hendfuls in- was a nail file With an
Emissions, Weak and Lamy Back,
"We have been handicapped in
ivory handle.
de the side pocketn of his ('eat. Cottle A warrant was; lamed
City
Physician—Dr. H. F. WilRheumatism, and all irregularities of
the action of the government, which
for Mrs. O'Neill
'limbed between his fineers and
The board of counelmen was calk.'
liammen.
tinPADUCAH
has placed five ships on
the Kidneys and Bladder in
AND
regular to
both EVANSVILLE,
kled midewheeled over the floor, but
carder
at
8
o'clock
elarket elaster-4'. E. Bell.
CAIRO LINE.
schedule between Colon and New
men and wemen. &rid at 50 cents
neither east it glance at them.
mom
A':
the
hers were pretreat,.
Liceitse
Inspector — ifeorge
York City, and none between New
.1RT.
"Your plan?" she repeated.
The minutes of the lest 'regular per box en the no cure no pay basis
beheitterd.
handsonte tapestry egotist
(Incorporated.)'
Orleans and Colon. Every pressure
"We must prevent the archbishop
by McPherson's Drug store, Fourts
a:esLi ng were adopted
City Weigher--Frank Dunn.
Disk,. a most artistic gift.
Evansville end Paducah rickets.
Wt•
ought to be bronght to bear to infront arriving here. Then the marand Broadway, pole agent for PadaMayor
Yeiver
s
eated
that
A.
V.
sewer inepector-- .1. Builds...have quite a !showing of them in
duce the government to divide the
riage would be postponed until tomorHeuer and Jainee ledie we:e fined in nee, or sent by mall upon receipt of
%Relines
loan.
rillikiertri
/11141
tarious
appropriations so that the gulf ports
row night."
circuit court for conducting a dieov- price by Lark Medicine Co., Louisslit's at ferns *1.30 to $1 5.00.
Stock
Pol
icetwan—
would not Jae placed at this great derly
!Anvers*.
"But how prevent it?"
house and selling liquor to a yills. Kw
Wee.
1.11PS & (5).
disalvantage. At least 75, if not 80, minor,
"There aro a dozen good rapiers
reepectivel), and
suggeseted
Sanitary Inospectore--11. F. Barper cent of he Panama traffic should tee. the city
about the .eitirt a'iii. are to he bought
(Daily except Sunday.)
:tie their bondsmen. He
net, J. M. elollere
for less than I carry iss one locket. I
pass through New Orleans"
Steamers el Fowler and John B.
asked for instructions how to proceed.
Board of Health—H. P. Sights,
will gather thew together and wait on STE.L51Elt elAINSTIQUE IS SAFE.
Hopkins, lea er Paducah for E-ansLally presented a signed el:stet:neat
the road."
C. IF, Yates.
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
meowing that parents of miners to
"And waylay the archbishop'!"
Wtrarflitaster--Frank Brown.
Arrivid at Port Arthur Reported-LOST
Special excursion rate now an ef%ilea* he had, sold liquor gave teal
"No; the nuessengere."
"
temarrtunities to save liltllit.)'
,.asst,, I hod moot troablowItik
Ireland Is Off Ashland.
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
.tomart
authueity to *o do. The buerd in- awl
uk•ed sit kinds or skedielo...
a...q/aa
haa
"Oh. eecelleut! You are a prime of
might Ise your lot. If you a 101111.1
be. n 11,1•14 a• g ..n ••
Disappointment was in store for
MO) breath ii•tr lug return, $4.00 Elegant music oa the
etrueted the mayor to proceed with •
I ..1
Ta.••e.k• •41..•frtohd
brothers! If no message reneh Parts
of
Ilk,' a present sure to plenee and
( a*ear•-••
Duluth, Dere is. - The stemma' those few who had come to tier coun•11,4-r Isstag them I Caliree,mkr
boat. Table unsurpassed.
the
arlillnily
suit
it
the
city
and
solicitor
decided
eloorf,,ly •ayr t..at TI.y bar. •otiroly
we are saved. On; go; do not lose • iLantartiq
5"to be appreciatede get a rug or it
ue ie safe at Port Arthur, cil chamber last night to witnees
then/4
It meld be sustained.
at I ths.1 cured
reromm•
Mouteut."
•
tt,
th•atrlos
•ach
Mt of lace curtains. We are
Ont. She made that port last night what they thought might be a conSTEAMER DPI( FOWLER
Mayor Yet Cr preeented a report COY II 1•,i.,.t. .01,,luglou et Nett laS."
DLL
"It is very well, FrancoIse, but what
shoeing a fine line, prices en'
after a terrific battle with the heavy test in the election of men to el/ city
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
from City Light Superintendent Keeb
are we to do with them when we get
very ressersetable. !tugs $12.54) itt
seas. Early this morning she got in- offices. The joint session of the
landings at S a. m. sharp, daily exlet and the board of public works,
genthem? We may lose our Ileadd over
1104.00. Lace curtains $1.90 to
the oftener of Isle Royale and Ay eral council was harmonio
cept Sunday. Special excublon rates
stating that the General Electric comthe matter, it Recall; to me. After nil. Po
us and not
$10.00.
to
until the wind abated.
In one instance did it require a secnow in effect from Paducah to Cain
pany failed to deliver forty light
they are the king's messengers, and
RUDY, PH11.1.11`S & (4).
Captain C. D. Brown, of the Marne- ond ballot to reach a decision.
and return, with or without meek
globes in red condition and also mawe can scarce pass our swords through
teen., reports that the steamer Ireand room. Good music and table anc-Woes a tech made the city stand
C. E. Bell had no opposition for
them."
tend broke adrift off Eland Is:and, but market master and wa,s,
surpassed.
"Noe'
the extraordinary expense of Stein..
elected unan
For further information apply to
"There would be no forgiveness for that in view of the fact that the steam Imously.
1111.1,1.eltDe4 NO GAMBLING GAME. Mayor' Yelseti stilted that tee eity
Imams of the Manistlque ace lesektug
that."
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
failed to take 1)0,1 1i-01)er quantity
Drs. Harry F. Wellemson, Johns"But vonseter that before the matter badly It was Impanel))e to pick up the ton W. Bass and J S. Troutman
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On mot on it was deeded to hold
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Is looked into I ehall have regained my vessel.
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-All very fine, my little sister, int says WM Ireland has been sighted ridChicago or N.N.
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Dr
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pleasant life for te if at every change of Sand Island and that she is apAlfred Ile Oro, Bernard Deaver, and works
that it has the right to aPPeent•
Dr. Troutman, Dr. Williamson securRIVER PACKET COMPANY
of favor we have to fly the country! parently safe.
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All
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or mot to $of,. wrap's*
pleased to receiste .1 ect of lace
ographer. stating that she is doing
Iv
*swim progail,
"Of my husband ---of my most bitter
inspector without opposition.
additional evidence will he presented
curtains. We have them at from
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the work of several ‘tetiogrephers, beenemy! Oh, Charles. you are not seriJohn Clark was Lyeurgus Rites to the grand Jury. Governor Folk
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only opponent In the race for stock may be appealed-do to eiggeet a law
RUDI, PHILLIPS & CO.
She asked for an increase in salary.
"On the contrary. I was never more
policeman and was supported by Al- to cover this form of gambliog, end
She receives $40 the month. No ac- are
se. The marquis was away ii Paris
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defeatPlan for Bringing Iminigrnts.
Frank Brown had no opposition the ottne effect.
-L W. WRIGHT
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ed.
Bradley Bros. reported that the
New Orleans, Dec. lb.---- Another for
wharfmaster.
Clerk
.5 conies-et fee bullitnx fire hose- EUGENE !ROBINSON
city scales ere net in good condition.
step In the movement to bring white
R. F. Barnett was unanimously
This company is not responsible
R. H. McGuire. city weigher, stated dr*Ing helices to Lours Green , for
immigration to the south was anelected a sanitary inspector and J.
TO LIIiHTEN WOSIANe4 WORK
'het a niistak• bad been made in the $iso as retitled. The mayotJ was for invoice charges unless collective
nounced by A. H. Haiti-MM, paseenger
M. Gantry opposing J. M. Moller was
If you could gist'. Xmas presItemiser of racks of corn and oats sent authoreted to pay Green tar the work by the clerk of the boat.
traffic agent of Use lelipees Central
supported by nine, making the cloget that would take half the
progreeeed
Ii) Beellee Dreg.
railroad. He said that the
eat race of the meeting.
work of iswaselkeeping from the
President McBroorn stated that be • The committee repoommended that
European steamship agent, Donald
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Dr. FL P. Sights was unanimously
good wife would that not be a
had reoeved onnplaint of the ineor- the city still require polweseen and
Bose, had arranged with a stesanttep
List of nett stileotribern added by
pleasant remainder of you. .1
elected a member of the board of
fit',, teento give bond. The begird fayrectness of the city scaler*
line to run immigrant steamers* bethe Knot Tenill"•Ser Telephone Ofteht
Histairli Carpet Sweeper will
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European
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COU net1nra n Duvall reported
that
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after it.
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RUDY, PHILLIPS a Ode
"Bucket shop" ordinance.
Lehnlestel was weepiest]
Independent company: outside the
Third street. The rent was authoriz- ware store 'here last night, stole eight
Ordinance repeol`ng an ordinance
;evolvers, held up and robbed several
The bond of City Weigher Frank city and within the county
we have
ed for four months at $R the month.
abut:stin
g
the
Issuance
of a ecense Dunn was accepted.
persons on the streets and was finally
timers as many subscribers as the
Italian Ate Porous Plaster.
The bond of eanear) inspeettn
shot and instantly killed by Police to "bucket shops."
Independent . company. Yet it will
President Mc Broom drought that Joel!) Moiler was aceeptert.
New Yort, Dec. IS —Antonio VasOA plain Marks.
place a telephone in your residence
-bucket shops" vionsted a state Saw
siemens,. an Italian, of Irvington, N
The bond of Sanitary inspector R
at the same rate the Independent corn
and did net want to grant a license F. Barnett was accepted.
Y., is dangerously ill as the result of
to an unlawful firm or businese
eating iliatrt of a porous plaster. CapTh.. kind of City Physicese Harr) pany is supposed to charge, and proCott neilman Oeldrarblasger thought F. W. liatusen was arceptiel.
vide In addition, long distance faciliEalneno had a pain in his chest. Dr.
.......
27x00
..
2:10
$
"This will be our keu."
etch a concern may operate without
E. J. Smith advised the patient to
ties which still enable )ou to reach
On metion tlie board adjourned.
30x72
3.50
yesterday and has not yet returned. idea.
a License, aki the deale may be made
poi-us plaster. Oseriameno, after
fully fifty million people from your
10.00
457
Where Is the ring with his ismer
in St. Louis.
tearing off a strip, sprinkled it with
home.
0,
1.1414)
02
Clarisimas and
N('W
She bunted among tter Jewels and
tear
Holiday
Solierter e'ampbell explained that
the powder the doctor had prescribed
Continued From Page Two.)
20.01)
01,12
Call 300 for further information.
picked ont a gold ring with a broad
Bates.
the
city
could
hardly sustain a weeand swallowed the dose. In a few
22.14)
9112
engraved face.
The
Illinois
Central
R.
R.
Co.
will
:ant
in court and to drive such conboara he was taken violently ill.
RUDY, PHILLIPS 41 CO.
'lids will he our key, When good
made formal complaint of these ascerns, from the city, an extensive li- sell tickets to al points on their line
Mareean. the steward, sees it, every
saults, and wisht that no official reccense would he most efts-etre. So- and to all pillets south of the Ohio
dungeon in the castle will be at our
ognition be taken of them.
licitor Oarepbeil stated that the inter- and Potomac rivers, and oast of the
TAIST.
disposal. It is that or nothing. There
D. A. Balky, Prop.
Yardmaster Murdered.
I know that these assaults upon
state commerce laws eould keep the Missile-OW river, also to various
An opportunity to nave money
is no other plate where we can hold
Chicago, Dec. 11.—A C. Andric*, city in one way front refusing
the Japanese are universally eona le- points in she welt, northwest and
on a handeolne Xmas present unthem safe.'
dentned by all good citizens of Cali- central yardmaster of the Pennsylva- eense or ereeertition of etch firms
less YOU free our carpet size rags
"But when my husband returns?"
southeest. Rate one and one-third
Newest and best hotel in the city.
fornia. For months the citizens 'tot nia Railroad company in South Chi- for operating without a license.
itt.1xnenster that we are offerhe limy be a little puzzled as
fare plus 25 cents, Dates of sale DeSan Francisco and
:Councilenen Duvall thought it here
Rates $2.00. Two large sample
Oaklane. have kago. was shot and killed last night
to hie captives. And the compel lea ft
ing at $22.50 .
cember 20, 21, 22, 23. 24. 25, 30
been terrorized by numerous mur- by John Coby, a wealthy Kock bro- to
pee, an ordinance licensing
• Mareenn may have an evil must-ter of
RUDY, PHILIAPS & CO.
rooms.
Bath rooms.
alactric
ders, assaults and robberies, both at ker. The cause of the shooting is un- "bucket shops'. and making it excess- and 31, 1906 and January 1st, 1907,
an hoer. But that may not he for a
lignts.
The
final
only centrally located
known.
limit
7th,
1907.
sive.
day and night. The police have been
For further
week, and by that time, my little sister, I have confidence enough in you
hotel in the city.
The ordinance was given fine pale- particulars apply'to
powerless. The assaults upon the lap
Holds Highwaymen Wkh Halpinto think that you really may have nu&nese, however, were sot made, in
age by a vote of S to I. eel on moJ. T. DONOVAN,
Goomooroial Patrouro %kited'
Chicago,
Dec.
le
--Battlin
g
with
a my Judgment
llified the campeigis." Ile took her
tion the ruled were suspended and ehe
LACF: CURTAINS
, with a view of robAgent, 510 Broadway,
fondly ID his arms. kiseed her and then hatpin against five highwaymen who bery, but rather from a
ordinance
given
yards
3
long
second paeslage
$1.00
feeling of raR. M
PRATHER.
attacked her in broad daylight, on a
hurried front the room.
Ordinance fixing and regulating
cial hostility, stirred up possibly by
111.30
35a yards long
T. A.. Union Deeot,
For hours after his departure she crowded South Side street, Miss ,May newspape
the licensing of various enes of buel3% yards long
$2.00
r accounts of meetings that
paced up and down with noirsolesis Gates, Mahler of the A. 0.'Morse Connee. It was 21 pages* long. Provide
3% yards long
1$2.50
have been held at different times rel,
Subscribe for ins' San,
steps upon the deep, soft carpet, her fectionary company, held her assailens of the ordinance differing from
3% yard strata
alive to the exclusion of Japanese
hands still clinched, her eyes flaming, lints at bay until the police came to
(Incorporated.)
those of the old ordinacree have here$5.00
314 yards long
ffill1111111111
her whole soul wrapped anclvonenmed her reset*. Her resistance saved her from the Pnited States.
tofore klien ininahed•
RUM, PHILLIPS & CO.
POMP,
If,
312-315
therefore
liresthray, el MISCUE
,
the
police
power
employer
of
with jealousy and hatred of her rival.
s $5.000, which she
was
27(Wleitc• ln 15
eosielotoll at
The motion to reduce the liquor
Ten (truek. and 11, and midnight, hut bringing front the bank to meet the San Francisco is not sufficient to
cure,I or money k MI' NDEI)
1.o teach ay
Coto:orn e
eeenee of druggists from $lell to $75
meet the situation and guard line
I A I L.
..en•-toce you IF •
still site waited, fierce and eager, strain- company's payroll.
d
r
,
T•nwhos's
TRX
BEST.
Call
or owe lot
0
F
U
D.
N
e es lost.
protect Japanese residents in San
ing her eery for every footfall which
.• 1 , -C tie.
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY TLATI1-1
Francisco, to whom under our treaty
might be the herald of nett's. At last it
The motions to reduce the license
N.. C. & ST. L. Br.
came. She heard the quick step in the
with Japan we guarantee "full and
of .elloWeate liquor dealers- from a
Will* NOT?
Fare and a third plus 25c round eropossed
passage, the tep at the anteroom door
perfect protection for their persons
$300 to $1410, and the ProWhy not *elect as a Truax
and the whispering of her page. Quiv•
and property," then, It seems to me. trip. Tickets on sale Dec. 20th to posed ilea) for quart e
eneent a hearth rug. It would
- nd gallon li25th,
and
ering with iumatienee, she rushed in
30th
and
:list
and
Jan.
It is clearly the duty of the federal
cense from a proposed $150 to $25,
certainly please and the cepense
litaufacturers of
and took tee note herself frOM the
1st.
Jan.
7th,
Limit
1907,
to local were defeated.
Removed to 'aid aid Iostuty
goirernment to afford
such protecI'. so trilling. !mho to $01.00.
dusty reveller who had brought It. It
end through points including all, the
tion.
All
The
considera
motion to obarek "club rooms"
Book Binding, Bonk Work, Imp
tions which
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
may ecutheast
was but six words scrawled roughly
and many points West. 325 instead
move a nation, every consideration
of $15.0 for dealing in
anti Librvrv Work a apaciailv
upon a wisp of dirty piper. It was her
For particulars Inquire of ticket of- liquors,
Of duty In the preservation of our
w-as love
brother's writing, and it rate "The archfice.
The ordfnanee read that, the nrayor
every considerabishop trill not COMP tonight."
A monogram In one or two letters treaty obligations
Sell on installments and
No, 430 Broadway. Phone 211! "obeli" 'revoke
tion prompted by 50 years or more
liquor license In ease*
In any color of ink, and two quires
Norton street depot, phone 22. Tick- of
take
old instruments in
a
violation
of close friendship with the Empire
of teve ordinance, rend
(To be OamtlionleiL)
of paper for only a dollar, a special
et office Union. depot. Phone 8.5
Counciernon Oebirschlaeger
of Japan would unite In demanding,
exchange.
moved
Fircocskport. Ill.
for Christmas, at The Sun Office.
that 14 'read "the mayor may" ,revoke
It seems to me, of the United etates
.1 Reiff $1 Day.
atioh license. His motion was I0111.
EverAing 0 t
government and all its people. the
X54.iS IIUGS.
Call aerial a
Nrs. I. A. lidless, Proprietress.
EOU ND.
fullest protection and
(1)(111)1ti fled
the highest
As a practical gift and one
A present that wonkl
that as copies of the new license orOne of our beautiful pattern
consideration for the subjects of is.
surely to be epprecinted at rug
the lady of HIP honor insmentebe
d4nance had not been Furnished rosin linen tattle cloths with napkins
pan
E P Bourquin tuner.
wowed la. perhaps the moat deA pair of dope curtain.. We
oilmen, he wadd refuels to vote on
to match, will make a met useRespectfnlly submitted,
DR, GEORGE MAS(JAN
sirable.
We
liat'e
fluent
the
in
have theirt in nn' color at front
any more eraldelons of it, until he
A.
ful Xmas remembrance,!KIM fa
V. H. METCALF.
Veterinary StirgeOn and Dentist.
large carpet since at $13.00.
$1.50 tole/Cate
could vet a copy atld know what he
*MAO,
All
calls
&Mies)
promptly
nail $22.50.
sloe voltaic on,
attended night and
RUDY,
& CO.
HMV, PHILLIPS & CO.
" Tea an 111 tongue that tells
no
day. Residence Phone 2935
RUDY, 11)1111,131e4 & (N).
After 2 few oglieer min or eh in neve
Olt, OfPh.ne 1041-a
good.
fice. Thompson
the ordinenCe wait given first peasTreader company.
/

KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guara

Steamer Georgia Lee

nteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseasen.

0, F. PHILLIPS, Agent

BAD BREATH

!re

ANNVAI.SALE,TEN IIILL1011 NIES

STEAMER CLYDE

METCALF'S REPORT
ON JAP CONDITIONS

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS.ILL.

r

DRAUGHON'S
dilithieacCasye4,

D. H.
Baldwin & Co.

Henry Mammen, Jr.

PIANOS and ORGANS

Oak Dale Hotel

DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY

W. T. MILLER & BRO.
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Tessa Sweethearts.
Since Texas Sweethearts was produced over two years ago, other
plays, similar in title, have appeared,
However, this is the original production, with Alan Villair and Pearl
Lewis In the leading parts. They are
playing many return engagements.
The story is intensely Interesting
from start to nnish, intersepised with comedy and specla:ties. Th:(
Is the only company presentirig :h s.
play and the leading parts are In the
hands of the people for whom they
were
especially written. "Texas
Sweethearts" comes to The Kentucky Saturda) nightskhd matinee.

TANK NW%

4----

talees and things to go* 44
pi,
Me taSee 4444 Se a simeiae
us this week. note these
ees:
soad oak dining Wee joY 4.5o to
eitailo, to
)o.00. a peat v-evtiety
iltateh. otti peeptsw-cae cielsa'antent
eontains evetyliting netif and nieel`
Me taS(e.
let us grAni44 you4 clifiti/ny 'worm.
rwts Ardy,
6-eeeing

V3)Whedaall4014b

Richard NIanstield.
Rihard Man,lield and Beau Brummel are synonymous. It Is in this celebrated in the character, which Is
his masterpiece, that the great actor is to be seen at The Kentucky on
The
Monday night of next week.
charm of "Beau Brummel" is altogether the skill of Mansfield. The
original Beau was one of the eccentrks of his period, but he was merely the suggsation of the remarkable
creatioa which Mansfield has given
to the stage. He belongs to the period of regency in England, when
society was adorned by Byron, Sheridan. Fox. Lord Holland, Lady Jersey, the famous Duke of York and
the beautiful Duchess of Devonshire.

1.0ST!
LOST!
LOST!
The' opiportunity to please your
wife or mt4her uniew, you buy
her one of Genre sets of table
linen and matching napkins at
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO..

Notice.
Owing to the death of Dr. .1 13
Coleman the accounts, due the fear
of Drs. Taylor & Coleman mu4 be
melee as aeon as pottoi 1,1V, All pare owing the firm wi:1 please PAY wile',
hills are pre'-ellted.
J. Q. TAYLOR.
Surviving partner of Drs. Taylor &
Coleman

OUR YARDS ARE WELL STOCKED WITH COAL
Family Trade a Specialty. Prompt Delivery

Try a Load of Our

TRADEWATER COAL
Or, if you prefer,

PITTSBURG COAL
Lump, per bushel =I= 15c
Nut, per bushel = = = 14c

No Dirt.

Free Burning

For Quick Service call up 254, both phones

West Kentucky Coal Co.
Incorporated

A HOT FIRE
Will not be neccsouiry of you buy
one of mu comfort a or hlatiketr;
they are the most acceptable of
Christmas gins.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Of Worth
Of Style
Of Beauty

Open the bowela--DeWitt's Little
Early Risers are recommended and
sold by Lang Bros.

T %BEE COVERS IN TAPESTRY
Slake' • nice Xmas present. We
hate a ripletitikl line of all P.iwit
at from :toe to Ste.sts
ItUDY, 111111.1.11's & 00.

We have secured the Sample Line of the
,
lebratel firm of Jerks I.0 1,bord & Co.,

McPHERSON'S DRUG STORE

CM TRANSFER CO

Hrs. Austin's famous Buckwheal
makes the finest buckwheat cakes
Ready In a moment.

Now located at

Olauber's Stable.
TEE EPHONF 499

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the new,
while :t h news

from 7 to 9
O'clock

Deeds Filed,
Oeorge T. Veep et el., to George
Z. Jones, property in the Clarks riser
section, $300. '
Cori: Reed, raster eomnilssioner.
to Ella D. k'orktion, irroperty in the
county, in a difialon sett.

HE rot-ND HIS CHILI)
A Fur Set for Christman, the
most *emit-cable and acceptable
gift at
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

Premium on "On-Thousand Dollar" straight life policy.

Beautiful P re s e nst

The above presents are now
display in esr show window.

'84
1
tell

s.

Given Away

on

D. E. WILSON
Boob and Music Man
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BUSINESS MEN'S LIRE INSURANCE CO.
OFFICERS—C. B. Nordernan, president; Chas. B. Norton, vice-preal•
dent: Chart. &huff,secretary: Geo. C. Summers, treasurer: Henry Enos Tuley,
medical director; Jas. R. Duffia, general counsel.
A DVISoRY BOARD—V. H. Englehard, A. Y. Ford, W. II. Bradbury,
C. W. Chambers, Robt, E. Woods, Fred Levy, Claude Baltbls.
LOUISVILLK. KY.
We recognise the one great and only principle In Insurance, PROTECTION.' We protect our members "at first cost to the insured,'' Write or
call. Agents wanted.

W. A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky.
LAW OF THE LAND,
Constitution of United States,
dared Supreme.

Be-

religious sect or denomination
or
representative of any religious creed'.
In all criminal proseeStions for libel,
written matter may be submitted al
evidence and if It be shown that its
publication was based upon good mos
tires and if justifiable used each per.
son shall be acquitted.

NotGuthrfei, Okla,, Dec. 18 —
withstanding the belief of certain
radical members of the constitution—The most complete line of
al convention, that the constitution
fancy stationery for Christmas to be
of the United States is not paramount ;
Portiere In tapreary and rope,
SHE LOST AN OPPORTUNITY
and 'supreme In the state, the bill of
For chapped and cracked hands found in the city is at The Sun office'
a eplendid showing, at $3.:SO
Tie hey of our handsome tailorriAlits as reported to the convention
get DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. at prices from 40c up.
glasoo,
and
today
the
constitution
of
made suits at half price by fall.
declared
Sold by Lang Bros
& CO.
RUDY.
the United Skates the supreme law)
)
of the land. The bill of right con.? legRILTD
PHILLIPS & (X).
HE LOST HIS WIFE'S
tamed no unusual provisions. The r
Carpet size rugs $15.00. 1=1
Favor by neglecting to buy her
—Score cards for the game Five fresdom of religion and free speech.
and n23.00.
one of Geese pieces of fine fur at
Hundred
for sale at The Sun oftlot was guaranteed. The state is forNever judge yourself by the faults
RUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.
RUDY. PHILLIPS & CO.
bidden to appropriate money for an of your neighbors.
at 25c
**Tern!' $1.75 to IPALimi.
ItUDY, PHILLIPS & 00.

are ready for all kinds of hauling.

Musc

Fleet, Meyer

Yards,Foot of 0I-Vo Street.

On Christmas Day
We will give away:
1 Exquisitely Dressed French
$7.50
Bisque Doll
1 Handsomely Dressed French
HIS SWEETHEART WARNED
HM
2.50
Bisque Dell
Mrs. Amoin's Buckwheat flour gives
That she wanted kid glovea and
1 Pearl Handle Gold Pen .... 2.00
buckwheat flavor. Ask for Mrs. Austhat they must be bought from
1 Juvenile Book for boy or girl. 1.50
tin's Bucks-heat flour.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
.50
1 Book, (to be selected)
(and five other attractive presents.)
With every cash sale of 25c or
A RUG FOR NM
Holiday designs in Christmas paover, you get a numbered cash regBeautiful patterns and colors
per napkine for 10e a dozen at The
ister ticket. These tickets count in
in Moquette Rugs 311x72 inch
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
11141.30.
our distribution of prizes. Make your
Christmas gifts in.
RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.
purchases early and save your tick.
eta.

makers of the finest Toilet Sets in the
world. We can give our customers the
benefit of wholesale prices. It will pay you
te inspeet before busing elsewhere.

This
Store will
Be
Open
Nights
This week

C. M. Riker, Local Manager

At Harbour's Dept. Store.

FOR THE 5 REMAINING DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS THIS STORE'S PRICES ARE REDUCED TO LOWEST NOTCH
We will make them great bargain days and nights. A band of music has been engaged from 7 until 9 o'clock every night this week and Monday night preceding Christmas. Christmas shopping has been made easy in this big store. Large space, ample light, huge stocks, great varieties and low prices are a
combination of inducements that we offer for your this week's patronage.
I 1:1,•iii Cut Priv.. sale of cloak.),
Suits, Furs, skirts and Silk
Wahaa for Christmas (lifts
s11 US and $20 Coats rut to $12.7,0 eai•h
Elegant Coats reduced to $7.5e,
F Iliin. $9, $10 anti $11 etteh.
Splendid Coats -reins-4.d to $7-95.
15. sr 50 and $6.89 each.
Chilstren's Cloaks for all ages are
rine at marvelonety low prices for
.:hristmas ells
Mercerized Satern Pettimats.
At $1. $1.25 and $1 7.0 °itch
iiik and Wool Shawls and 1F:oscine,
tore for Clwklmas (lifts.
The Silk at $1.25, $2, 52.5e and
l" each.
a 1

Women's Coat Suits for Christmas
Gifts.
Rineed to $3 95, C.50, $9, $12
and $15 eech
WOillen's Silk Wakis for Christmas
Gifts.
At $1.95, $2 25. $2.50, $2.95,
$3.7.01. $3 85 and $4.75 oach.
Beautiful White Lawn Waists for
Christma. Gifts.
At $1., $1.25, $1.50 and $2 each.
Silk Petticoats for Christmas Gifts.
At $3 50, $4.85. $6.59 and $7.60
each.
Furs for Christman Gifts.
At 50r, 71k. 98e, $1.25, 31.5e,

$1.75, 2, $2.50, $3, $3.50, $4, $4.50.
$5, $6.54), $7.50 and $8.54) and $9.
The Wool at 25c,(Se, free, 75r. 98c
$1.25, $125+0, $2 and $2.50 etesh.
Kid Gloves for Christmas (lifts.
At 85e, $1 and $1.5.1) a pair.
Silk Umbrellas for Christmas (lifts.
At $1, $1.25, $2, $1, $3.511. $5,
$6. $7.50 and $8.50 each.
Embroidered Handkerchiefs for
. Chrietmas (lifts.
At Sc,10c. 15t4 25c. 35c, 50c. and
75c each,
Neckwear for (itristmas Gifts.
At 10e, 15e, 25r, 31k and 5.0e each.
, Belts for Christmas Gifts.
At 10e, 1.5e, 2,5c: 35e and 60c.

Leather Purees for Chriatmas (lifts.
At 10c, 1-5c, 2M, 541e, 75e. $1,
$1.25, $1.50, $1.98, $2 )e and $3.50
each'
Dresser Scarfs, Table (losers, Center
Pieces, etc., for Christmas Gifts.
At 24r, 48e, 98c, $1.25, $1.40.
$1.1)7, $2.48, $2.98 .to $4.41.
Sofa Pillow Topa foe 4,1wistrtuts Gifts.
At 25e, 54)c end $1 50 eaoh.
Table Linen% for Chrietnout Gifts.
At 21k, 354', 50c, 60c, 75e, 90c and
$1 a yurd.
,
Napkinsi for Christmas Gifts.
At 21k, 30v, +0c, $1, *UN, $1.48.
$2.50, $2.67 and $2 a dozen.

Harbour's. Department Store )0

TOW1.1.4 for (lhristitute Gifts.
'Boys' Cravanett Overcoats for Christ.
mart Gifts.
At 4e. Sc, 9e, 12 16e, 15c and 25c
Ages 10 to 14 at $6.41.
each.
Ages 15 to 20 at $6.45.
Bed Blankets for Chriatmits Gifts.
At 99e, $1.2.5, $1.50 up to $4.48 Men's Cravenett Overcoats for Christ.
a pair.
maw Gifts.
At $9 and $11.5(1 each, worth up
Suit Cote.* for Christmas (lifts.
At $1, $2.48, $2.95 and $4.98 each. to ale,
Boys' Overcoats Ages 4 to S, for
SO Mafilere for Christmas Gifts.
At 25c, 50e, 75c and $1 each.
Christmas Gifts.
At $1.5`4, $2, $2.50, $3 and $4 and
Men's Ties All Shape* and Colors for
Christmas (lifts,
many of them worth
more then
At 25c and 5fie each,
double.
This store is teeming with other
Men's Novelty Suspenders for ChristMall Gifts,
gifts for men and boys.
Fine snits of clothes, hats, caps,
At 254', 5eic and 75c a pair.
MPlea Shirtot for Christmas) (lifts,
gloves, collars, hoe*, sweaters, handkerchiefs, trunks and fine shoes.
At 25c, 50c and $1.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
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